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Councilman Congemi makes hurricane protection a priority
By ALLAN KATZ
Since Hurricane Katrina,
Jefferson Parish Councilman
Louis Congemi has worked on
a number of hurricane protection projects that will help
both the city of Kenner and
the parish become a safer
place to live.
“As District 4 Councilman
I have made hurricane protection my priority,” said
Congemi. Among the most
Councilman
Louis Congemi
i m p o rtant projects since the
storm that Congemi cited was the construction of safe
rooms at the Duncan and Elmwood pumping stations. “No
longer will essential pump station operators need to be

evacuated,” said the councilman. Congemi described the
new safe rooms as “bomb shelters.” The safe rooms can
house up to 12 pump operators, withstand 250 mile per hour
winds and are built 35 feet above the ground.
Congemi also noted that, with the fortification of the
Joseph S. Yenni office building, for the first time in the history of Jefferson Parish an East Bank emergency operations
center is in place. “An emergency operations center on the
East Bank of Jefferson is critical in responding to an emergency as quickly as possible,” Congemi said. “Having the
Yenni building to house hundreds of essential employees,
emergency personnel and equipment is a huge plus and adds
to plans designed to make our parish safer,” the Councilman
explained.
Other important improvements include the remote operation of pumping stations from the safe rooms, adding an
additional three feet to the levees and backup generators for
continued on page 30

New Duncan Canal safe house

Kenner’s new interim civil service
director at work setting up system

Muniz is watchful spender

By ALLAN KATZ

By ALLAN KATZ

Interim Civil Service Director Martin Schwegmann
has been busy setting up the new merit-based civil service
system approved by Kenner voters.
Schwegmann, who served for more than 20 years as
personnel director for Jefferson Parish’s civil service system, says he has received full cooperation from the
administration of Kenner Mayor Ed Muniz. Schwegmann
says he’s working with members of Mayor Muniz’ team to
draft the rules that will govern how the new Kenner Civil
Service Board operates and also how the city goes about
hiring and firing workers.
The merit-based civil service system replaces the old
system where elected officials could play a role in deciding who would be hired or fired. The old system also
allowed city employees to participate in politics. Under
merit-based civil service, politics will not be permitted to
determine who is hired, fired or promoted and city
employees will be banned from political participation.
“Under merit-based civil service, Kenner will have a
competent, efficient work force unimpeded by politics,”
said Schwegmann. “It’s clear from the election returns
that’s what the voters want, and this new civil service system will make sure that it becomes a reality.”
Overseeing the civil service system will be a new civil
service board that includes five members: John Benz,
Abdalla Darwish, Laura Donnaway, Kelly Simoneaux,
and Roger Griffeth.
Schwegmann, who originally said he intended to
hold the civil service director’s post only temporarily,
said he has been approached by some Kenner officials
asking that he consider serving in the post on a permanent basis.
“We’ll see what develops,” said Schwegmann. “The
first priority is writing the rules that will govern this system, hiring a personnel director and getting merit-based
civil service up and running.” H

These are perilous times for city governments all
across South Louisiana, but the city of Kenner is faring
better than most with much of
the credit being given to Mayor
Ed Muniz who brings 40 years
of experience in the private sector to the table when it comes to
dealing with money.
On the one hand, cash is
flowing into the city coffers
from sales taxes, from Louis
Armstrong
International
Airport and from the Treasure
Chest Casino. On the other
Mayor
hand, the costs of all the servicEd Muniz
es that city government buys –
insurance, garbage collection, building materials, pavement and street fill, paint and playground material – are
going through the roof.
“Under Mayor Muniz’ direction, we’re doing more
work in-house than ever before,” says Duke McConnell,
Kenner’s Director of Finance. “Obviously, we can reduce

the cost of doing work in engineering, legal and accounting by using in-house people rather than consultants.
We’re also saving money by advertising for or sending
out “Requests For Proposals” for such services as
garbage collection and contracting. At the mayor’s
request, we’ll also be sending out RFPs for banking services. We’re going to re-examine the structure of our banking relationships to see if we can save some money
there.”
Another example is in the field of insurance where
McConnell says the city is self-insuring itself in several
areas and increasing its deductibles in others. “We’ll be
putting funds into an insurance reserve for self-insurance
because the costs in the insurance field have just gone up
incredibly,” says McConnell.
As a result, says McConnell, the emphasis in this
administration is on liquidity. “Currently Kenner city
government has a strong revenue flow – the 2006-07
budget is $59.9 million – but we need it to be able meet
the obligations of our budget and to then have some left
over to meet emergencies or the unforeseen, which
always seem to arise.
“While we have to have money to pay for our budgeted
continued on page 30

Ochsner opens blood donor center in Kenner
Due to the growing demand for blood components in
the Kenner area, The Ochsner Blood Bank recently opened
the Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner Blood Donor Center.
It is located in Suite 101 on the first floor of the Medical
Office Building at 200 West Esplanade Avenue. Ochsner
will also open the Ochsner Medical Center-West Bank
Blood Donor Center in April to serve patients and donors
from Jefferson, Orleans and Plaquemine parishes.
“Expanding Ochsner’s blood services and blood donor
programs will allow us to better care for our patients in the

city of Kenner, and throughout Jefferson, St. Charles and
St. John parishes,” said Dr. Bobby Rodwig, medical director of The Ochsner Blood Bank. “This growth will also provide blood donors more convenient access, and we hope it
will also encourage more frequent blood donations from
these communities. The Ochsner Blood Bank’s mission is
to provide an adequate and safe blood supply for the hospitals and communities it serves,” explained Rodwig.
For more information on locations or hosting a blood
drive, call 842-3375. H
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EVERY FRIDAY - HERITAGE PARK
STARTING APRIL 13 TO MAY 25
6:00 P.M. TO 9:00 P.M.
APRIL 13
The Batiste Brothers &
The Gladiators

April 20
The Nobles

April 27
Gas House Gorillaz

NO OUTSIDE FOOD OR DRINK PLEASE
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 468-7293
VISIT WWW.KENNER.LA.US

LATE NITE LASER
APRIL 7 – LASER U2 - 9 PM
Follow the musical career of one of the most popular rock bands in the world. With songs from the 80s
and beyond, this show is packed with hit after chart topping hit. Selections include Where the Streets
Have No Name, Sunday, Bloody Sunday, Mysterious Ways, Zoo Nation, and Desire, among many others. Running Time: 50 minutes

APRIL 14 – LASER METALLICA - 9 PM
Explore the roots of heavy metal in this hard hitting and fast paced laser light show! Laser Metallica incorporates intense graphics to illustrate some of the band’s biggest hits. Among the many tracks featured are
For Whom the Bell Tolls, One, Master of Puppets, and Enter Sandman. Running Time: 50 minutes

APRIL 21 – LASER VINYL - 9 PM
Wanna Rock ‘n Roll All Night? Then this is the show for you! Tease your mullet and stretch out the spandex for the ultimate in classic rock shows! Includes timeless tunes from bands like Aerosmith, AC/DC,
Van Halen, and KISS! Among the featured tracks are Back in Black, Jump, Bohemian Rhapsody, and
Dream On. Running Time: 45 minutes

THE BIGGEST
DAM MOVIE YOU EVER SAW.

NOW SHOWING! •
Call 468-7231 Ext. 228 For Showtimes

APRIL 28–LASER X - 9 PM
Laser X is the definitive hard rock, alternative experience! Featured artists include Rage Against the
Machine, Alice in Chains, Garbage, and White Zombie. Among the tracks covered are Bulls on Parade,
Monkey Wrench, Would, Push It, and More Human Than Human. (Some selections may contain profanity.) Running Time: 45 minutes

The Kenner Planetarium and Megadome Cinema is located at 2020 Fourth Street
in Kenner’s Rivertown. Tickets are $6/Adults, $5 Children/Seniors.
For more information call 468-7231, ext. 228.
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When Ed Muniz speaks, people listen

By ALLAN KATZ
I’ve enjoyed being around Ed Muniz
for almost 40 years. Long before he was
the quotable mayor of Kenner, Ed Muniz
was the highly quotable captain of a
promising neighborhood krewe from
Gentilly called Endymion.
In those long-ago days, Muniz owned
a single little radio station struggling to
find a place in the hearts of Metro New
Orleans listeners and he had big dreams
for what Endymion might become.
I was a young reporter at the StatesItem n ewspaper covering the rise of
Endymion and the Krewe of Bacchus in
Mardi Gras. I called it the “democratization” of Mardi Gras as the new krewes,
which were open to anyone, elbowed aside
the old-line, elitist krewes that had previously dominated Mardi Gras for 100

years. Today, everyone in Mardi Gras lives
in peace and gets along in unity but in
those days it was a tussle.
Muniz was a rising star. He had great
mentors and Muniz was filled with enthusiasm. He loved his work, both at his radio
station and at Endymion. Some sneered at
him because he didn’t have a college
degree or because he didn’t come from a
socially prominent family. But most of us
recognized that he had a special genius for
getting things done.
Part of his challenge at that time was
money. He didn’t have much of it. As
Muniz says today, “In the beginning I
would struggle to make payroll eve ry
month but I persevered and worked hard.
I never took a college course in banking
and money but I became an expert on
dealing with banks from sheer necessity.
In a way, learning by the seat of my pants
in an environment where I was out of
business if I didn’t do it just right, may
have been more valuable than learning it
in a classroom.”
At that time, if someone had told us
that Muniz would one day ultimately sell
his popular, top-of-the-line radio stations

for a huge profit, only a few of us would
have agreed it was theoretically possible.
Today, of course, Mayor Muniz is respected for his business, political and Mardi
Gras acumen, as well as his ability to handle finances.
So, when Mayor Muniz addresses his
department heads and his administrative
staff, they listen respectfully. They know
Muniz’s record and he clearly knows what
he’s talking about.
The consensus so far in city government and in the Kenner business community is that Mayor Muniz has been a prudent money manager, especially in the
wake of Hurricane Katrina.
It was Mayor Muniz who correctly
predicted that the economic boom that
sent sales tax revenues skyrocketing after
Katrina was a short-term thing that would
run its course. The mayor resisted all suggestions that the windfall be spent on anything unless it was budgeted. “Hang on to
that money,” he said. “We’re going to need
every nickel of it to run the city in the near
future.” Muniz knew the costs of services
and materials the city would have to buy,
from insurance to garbage collection, to

the fill that is used to repair potholes,
were going to rise.
“Although I was just getting started in
the radio business at the time of Hurricane
Betsy, I remember the same pattern,” says
Muniz. “There was a brief economic
boom. But after everyone bought their
new cars, new refrigerators and new furniture, the economy went back to what it
had been before Betsy. And, then prices
for all services and materials went up. It’s
happening again. For city government, it
means we’d better have the money that it
takes to buy the services and materials we
need and still to be able to have something
in reserve for the unexpected. Otherwise
we’re in big trouble.”
Kenner Finance Director Duke
McConnell, who has served under many
Kenner mayors, says, “Mayor Muniz
knows about finances. He’s been balancing books for 40 years. When he talks
about finances, people listen to him with
respect.” H
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By JEFF CROUERE
Now that Governor Kathleen Blanco has
withdrawn from the upcoming campaign, the
race for the top job in Louisiana has been
turned upside down. On March 20, Blanco
faced political reality by bowing out of the
race. Her poll numbers never recovered after
Katrina and she was ranked as one of the
most unpopular governors in the country. In
a hypothetical rematch against Congressman
Bobby Jindal (R-Kenner), recent polls
showed Blanco losing by over 30 percentage
points.
In the days before her final decision, it
became very tough for the governor. Her
team was in total disarray with no direction.
Her once formidable fundraising machine
completely dried up and everyone started to
see that is was impossible for Blanco to win
a second term. Since Washington Mardi
Gras, national and state Democratic Party
leaders began to pressure Blanco to make a
final decision about her re-election. In recent
weeks, Blanco made numerous statements
that she “planned” to run for another term,
but it did not squelch the rumors that she
would not make the race. Most Democratic

Party leaders were hoping that Blanco would
step aside so a more popular Democrat could
run in the fall election. For months, the top
choice on almost every Democrat’s list has
been former U.S. Senator John Breaux.
So, eventually Blanco succumbed to the
political pressure and made the right decision. A re-election campaign would have
been expensive, time consuming and ultimately un-winnable. Blanco becomes the
first incumbent gove rnor since Edwin
Edwards in 1995 to opt out of a re-election
campaign. By that time, Edwards had
already served four terms. To Blanco, the last
four years have been so difficult; it may have
felt to her like four terms or more.
Now, all eyes are on Breaux as the state
waits for his decision. He seems very interested in running and has plenty of party support; however, he faces significant residency
hurdles. He is registered to vote, owns property and has a driver’s license in the state of
Maryland. The state constitution specifically
outlines that a candidate for governor must
be a citizen of Louisiana for at least five
years immediately preceding the election.
Breaux has attorneys looking into the case
and will try to overcome the residency hurdle.
If he succeeds in his attempt to qualify
for the race, Breaux will be the most formid a ble Democratic Party candidate.
Republicans have never been able to beat the
former senator in his long career. In this race,
Republicans will remind voters that Breaux

served on Capitol Hill for over 30 years and
in that time, our economy worsened, our
coastal erosion problem became a catastrophe, our school system deteriorated and certain key sectors of our population dropped as
people were forced to leave Louisiana. They
will say that he had his chance and did not
deliver and now it is time to give someone
new an opportunity.
If Breaux cannot run, the most prominent Democrat waiting in the wings is Lt.
Governor Mitch Landrieu. He has statewide
name recognition, $1.2 million in the bank, a
formidable political network and a good
track record as Lt. Governor. He will have to
overcome his losing campaign for mayor of
New Orleans, but will probably be able to
collect the votes of those he lost in the New
Orleans mayor’s race. Ray Nagin will not
endorse Jindal again for governor and will
p r o b a bly support Landrieu, so the Lt.
Governor should not be dismissed as having
no chance; he is a much better candidate than
Blanco.
Since U.S. Congressman Charlie
Melancon (D-Napoleonville) and State
Treasurer John Kennedy opted out of the
race, the only other prominent Democrat
being mentioned as a possible candidate is
former U.S. Congressman Chris John, but he
was very unimpressive in the 2004 U.S.
Senate race and has dropped from the political radar screen in the last two plus years. In
the race for governor, John would have to
continued on page 7
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Tornado warnings: Stay tuned and have a plan

By ED MUNIZ
Kenner Mayor
The February 13 tornados that hit
Westwego and New Orleans and the March 1
tornado that ripped through an Enterprise,
Alabama high school heightened our concerns
over how to make sure our citizens can be
warned of approaching hazardous weather
events.
Members of my administration had been
researching the subject for several weeks
before the city council adopted a resolution
(Agenda Item 12-D) on March 15 asking me
to investigate and issue a report regarding possible warning systems that could alert Kenner
citizens about tornado warnings.
Ironically, earlier that day, five members
of my administration were at a meeting where
they witnessed presentations from two firms
that use computer and telephone technology to
issue tornado and other emergency alerts. A
written presentation by a third such firm was
also received at the meeting.

Prior to that, administration officials visited the St. Charles Parish Emerg e n cy
Operations Center and attended a three-day
summit in Baton Rouge on emergency communications systems in Louisiana, Mississippi
and Alabama.
A couple of things are clear, whether you
have a warning system that uses sirens, computers, telephones or a combination of them, it
will be expensive and it is not perfect in that it
will not alert everyone within the city.
The ideal seems to be a combination system that uses outdoor warning sirens capable
of broadcasting extremely loud warning tones
like those from a police car’s electronic siren
and also send out verbal information like public address speakers and an array of computerdriven electronic alerts over traditional phone
lines, cell phones, dedicated web sites, community TV systems, community AM radio,
text email and emergency alert radios triggered by the National Weather Service
(NWS).
Kenner has a dedicated website site that
does send out alerts to individuals who ask to
be notified of events of interest, and it probably would not be much of a problem to add a
separate categ o ry for hazardous we a t h e r
events. Kenner also has a community cable TV
outlet that can be adapted to broadcast haz-

Great news from…

The UPS Store
of Kenner

Coming April 1st,
shipping
will be added to our product offerings.
You have known us for the past 5 years as the premier
packing and shipping store in Kenner exclusively affiliated with UPS.
Starting April 1st, you will have the added option of shipping with DHL as well.
• We will continue to be The UPS Store of Kenner
• We will continue to offer all of our customary products
and above all…
• We will continue to offer the world-class customer service
we know you deserve.
The only difference is that you will now have an alternative to UPS for
your shipping needs. Additional destinations, delivery times and
prices all for your convenience at one location.

4041 Williams Blvd., Ste. A-9 Kenner, LA 70065
Store Hours: M-F 8:30 - 6:00pm
Sat. 8:30 - 2:00pm
Tel: 504-443-2115

ardous weather alerts.
And Kenner is fortunate that it is in a metropolitan area with four local network TV
affiliates and numerous commercial radio stations that have news/weather operations that
carry alerts around the clock when hazardous
weather threatens.
Add to that the technology of direct alert
broadcasts by the NWS forecast office in
Slidell and the ability of personal computers
directly accessing real-time NWS forecasts
via the Internet, and the opportunity for citizens to be informed increases dramatically.
At one time, I described sirens as 20th
century technology that would not be effective; but sirens – particularly high-tech electronic sirens that broadcast a signal at 129
decibels (80 decibels is considered the tolerable upper limit for the human ear in a factory)
for a distance of up to 6,000 feet – seem to be
emerging as a popular choice of some lightlypopulated communities seeking a simple
device that provides a widely-accepted form
of outdoor alert for a large number of people.
However, Kenner is not a small community.
Experts say that while the sirens may not
be easily heard where sound-insulated homes,
motor vehicles with high-energy music systems, strong winds and tall buildings come
into play, they are reliable and, perhaps, offer
the best bang for the outdoor warning buck.
Critics say sirens fall woefully short of
expectations when the people you want to alert
are indoors, particularly between 10:30 p.m.
and 7:00 a.m.
The system in Coffee County was started
up with a federal grant (that is not directly
available to municipalities) and now numbers
25 sirens – installed on 50-foot-high-poles at a
cost of $15,000 per siren ($375,000 total),
which does not include the automated radio
system that controls the sirens. Coffee County
covers 680 square miles with a population of
42,000 (22,000 are in Enterprise).
St. Charles Parish has a population of
65,000 and covers 410 square miles. It uses 33
sirens ($495,000) like those in Coffee County
to reach the populated areas. The sirens there
were funded by the federal government
because of the nuclear power plant in Taft. St.
Charles also employs virtually all the other
notification systems I mentioned above and its
experts say all of it will not guarantee 100 percent alert notification.
Based on the information supplied by
those two areas, Kenner would need about
eight sirens with tone and voice capability and
s o l a r- p ower backup at $20,000 per siren
($160,000 total). An automatic two-way data
radio system, known as SCADA (Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition) and similar to
what Jefferson Parish uses to monitor its sewerage lift stations, rain gauges and drainage
pump stations, could link the sirens and also
monitor the city’s sewerage lift stations.
Discussions are underway about a SCADA
network for the city sewerage system, with
costs estimated at $250,000. At this time it is
unknown how much extra would be needed to

link in the sirens to a SCADA network.
Computer controlled phone/data alert systems, commonly referred to as “reverse-911,”
trigger recorded messages from the government to citizens via their traditional “land
line” telephones, personal cell phones and/or
computer emails. Those systems can include
costs of $100,000 for the computer software to
operate it; purchase of two or more digital
servers ($10,000 or more) to store contact data
and conduct notification; leasing Internet
provider services ($20,000 a year); leasing
dedicated phone trunk lines to carry the outgoing messages, with time charges (generally
28 cents a minute per analog call and 10 cents
a message per user for email text messages);
hiring personnel (perhaps part time) to enter
and maintain contact data bases, and service
charges to install and de-bug the system and
routine maintenance and upgrade of software.
Proponents of those systems say the modern technology allows for virtually immediate
notification directly to the user – assuming the
user is near the target phone, answers it and
listens to the message. Users would also have
the responsibility of signing up for the service
and keeping his contact information current.
Once in place, “reverse 911” can also be used
for other forms of notices to residents in the
normal course of government business. That
way the city would derive additional benefits
from the high tech system and further justify
its expense.
With the help of a U. S. Department of
Homeland Security grant of $256,000,
Jefferson Parish has initiated a text alert system that will send an instant text message to
parish cell phone users who register either
online or by phone. Kenner residents with cell
phones will be able to receive the alerts.
Critics have said many “reverse 911” systems they have observed do not live up to
expectations and wind up costing more than
originally estimated. Emergency managers
cite that another drawback is the entire system
is not under direct local control. Once the
alerts head onto the Internet, the control of
Internet services, phone alerts and so forth are
under the control of other entities.
Officials at the Baton Rouge summit said
that while some federal funds may be available
through a U.S. Department of Homeland
Security grant for emergency alert systems,
they are usually reserved for regional (parish
or county) systems and Jefferson Parish’s allocation for 2007 has already been dedicated.
Whether similar funds will be available in
2008 is not yet known.
Across the board, we were told how
important it is for citizens to have their own
emergency plan for tornado warnings, much
the same as citizens should have their own
emergency plan for a hurricane. The difference is that you may have two or three days to
prepare for a hurricane or to evacuate before it
gets here. With tornadoes, you may have as little as eight minutes or less to put your plan in
operation.
continued on next page
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The importance of traffic safety
By STEVE CARAWAY
Kenner Police Chief
The Kenner Police Department is committed to making Kenner a safe place to
live, work and visit. That commitment
includes an aggressive traffic safety program designed to protect all those who
travel on our roadways. As police officers,
we are charged with saving lives and working to reduce or eliminate any and all factors that present a danger to citizens.
“Don’t drink and drive” is a phrase we
hear quite often, but it is a warning that
cannot be stated enough. In 2005, 41 percent of all traffic fatalities in Louisiana
were alcohol-related. The latest numbers
show that alcohol-related crashes kill
someone eve ry 31 minutes and injure
someone every two minutes. These are
alarming statistics, but we can all work to
prevent them from happening. Drink
responsibly and choose a designated driver
ahead of time. You just might save a life.
The KPD does not tolerate drunk drivers, and we set up sobriety checkpoints on
a quarterly basis. The checkpoints serve an
important purpose: to keep impaired drivers off the road. If a vehicle is stopped and

TORNADOES

(continued from previous page)

One of the NWS forecasters at the Slidell
office said individuals concerned about tornado alerts should definitely have their own personal emergency plan, adding that the most
reliable alert source is a personal weather alert
radio programmed for the parish they live in
and fully charged.
The forecaster also said those concerned
about the possible short time span between a
tornado warning and an actual strike should
have a “safe room” in their home or activate
their emergency plan when a tornado “watch”
is declared.
Officials in other communities said once
tornado warnings are issued, it is up to individuals to take the precautions they deem necessary. H
Mayor Muniz can be re a ched at
468-7240.

POLITICAL REVIEW

(continued from page 5)

show new and improved political skills to
have a chance against Bobby Jindal and the
other candidates.
On the GOP side, Jindal received a boost
when the exe c u t ive committee of the
Louisiana Republican Party officially

the driver does not pass the field sobriety
test, that individual will be taken to jail.
Checkpoints are also effective deterrents
because sometimes impaired individuals
will choose not to drive if they know a
checkpoint has been set up in the area. It
has been proven that fewer alcohol-related
crashes occur when sobriety checkpoints
are implemented.
Another dangerous road factor is
speeding. Speeding is a factor in nearly
one-third of all fatal crashes, and it is something that puts lives and property at risk.
According to the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), in 2005,
speeding was a contributing factor in 30
percent of all fatal crashes, and 13,113 lives
were lost in speeding-related crashes.
Because speeding is such a consistent factor in serious crashes, speed enforcement is
crucial in preventing fatalities and saving
lives.
Speed is something we should always
be aware of while operating a motor vehicle, especially while traveling through
school zones, neighborhoods and construction zones. Obey the posted speed limit and
watch for children, senior citizens and pets.
Also, be mindful that FEMA trailers are
sometimes located in close proximity to
roadways, which creates the possibility of
pedestrian traffic being closer than usual to
roadways.
To avoid becoming a speed-related

endorsed him in the race for governor. Jindal
has been the strong favorite of the GOP leadership for many months. He has supported
the party on many levels, both financially
and politically, and has worked closely with
them since his first race for governor in
2003. Nevertheless, other Republican gubernatorial candidates like State Senator Walter
Boasso (R-Arabi) and businessman John
Georges were livid that the party would officially endorse one GOP candidate while
other viable Republican candidates are in the
race.
It will be an unpredictable and expensive
election, as the stakes have never been higher. The next governor of Louisiana will face
challenges unlike any the state has ever seen.
Who will be the next governor? It is too early
to tell, but it seems clear that voters want to
move in a new direction and the winning
candidate must be able to satisfy those
demands for change. H
Jeff Crouere is a native of New Orleans
and his Louisiana based television program,
“Ringside Politics,” airs at 8:30 p.m. on
Fridays and at 10:00 p.m. Sundays on PBS
station WLAE-TV, Channel 32 and from noon
until 2:00 p.m. weekdays on several
Louisiana radio stations. Visit Crouere’s
website at www.ringsidepolitics.com or
email Crouere at jeff@ringsidepolitics.com.

crash statistic, obey the speed limit and
reduce your speed when road conditions
are less than ideal. Always wear your safety belt. In fatal crashes in 2004, 74 percent
of the passenger vehicle occupants who
were totally ejected from the vehicle were
killed. Only one percent of the occupants
who used restraints were totally ejected,
compared with 29 percent of unrestrained
occupants, according to NHTSA.
The dangers of the road are very real
and traffic safety is an absolute necessity

when it comes to keeping our city safe. The
KPD is working hard to protect you and
your family, and we welcome any concerns
you may have. If we can ever be of assistance to you, please let us know. For nonemergencies, please contact us at 7122200. For emergencies only, dial 9-1-1. H
Chief Caraway can be reached by email
at k p d @ ke n n e r.la.us. Visit the Kenner
Police Department website at www.kennerpd.com.

JF METROLOGY
Pool Service

Cleaning • Repairs • Supplies • Acid Wash
REPLASTER
CHEMISTRY/SALT SYSTEM
ELECTRONIC CONROL BOX SPECIALIST
Cellular: (504) 220-4139 • Cellular: (504) 220-3752
Office/Fax: (504) 324-2272
Email: JFMETROLOGY@YAHOO.COM

www.sdtwds.com

BOBBY HEBERT says,
“You can’t beat the
bull. Throw away
your trash, not your
cash.”

Residential, Construction
and
Rear/Front Load Commercial Containers
COMPETITIVE PRICING
ALWAYS ON SCHEDULE
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Beautiful Thick, Long Hair. Affordable and Easy.
Virtually Undetectable!

Extensions
from

$59.99

Clip in daily wear or
3 - 4 month permanent wear
Call Today for your
Free Consultation

HairS tylesUnlimited

464-5949 • 3635 Florida Ave.
Open Mon. - Sat.
Celebrating 30 Years as
Kenner’s leading thinning hair specialist

Edward Nikolaus, Jr.
Owner

Over 25 Years Experience • Works With Any Insurance Company • Lifetime Warranty

WORLD CLASS COLLISION AND DETAIL CENTER
2835 Virginia Street

•

Kenner • 467-7775

H

Clarification sought on
Kenner housing appointments
In a letter dated March 22, 2007 to the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
D evelopment (HUD) Kenner Mayor Ed
Muniz said the appointments he made to the
Kenner Housing Authority last August and
October are the duly appointed and legal
members of the housing authority.
Controversy erupted within the past
month regarding the true membership on the
five-member authority and whether appointments were done in accordance with state
law.
In his letter to Cheryl Williams, director
of public housing for HUD in New Orleans,
Muniz said that he and Kenner’s city council
clerk conducted a thorough investigation of
housing authority member appointments
going back to May, 1995, and found that
when he took office last July 1, none of the
then-members of the housing authority had
been appointed in accordance with the mandates of state law.
Muniz said the appointment of housing
authority members is governed by Louisiana
Revised Statute 40:534, which requires that
the names of persons selected by the mayor
to serve on the authority must be registered
with the clerk of the City Council before
they can take their seat as an official member.
Muniz’s letter said, “Please be advised
that during the period of April, 1998,
through June, 2006, the Kenner Council
clerk did not receive any certification of
commissioners to the housing authority in
accordance with this required statute. On
July 1, 2006, when my term began as mayor
and chief elected official in the city of
Kenner, there were no certificates evidencing proper appointments of commissioners
to the housing authority.”
Muniz said after the requirements of
LRS 40:534 were made known to him by the
city attorney, there were attempts to circumvent the statute by facsimiles being sent to
the City Council clerk with appointments
from previous city administrations.
One such facsimile related to an appointment allegedly made 14 months ago, Muniz
said, adding that the power of his predecessor
to appoint ended at midnight June 30, 2006,
thereby making those appointments invalid.
Muniz said because of the attempts to
validate the improper appointments, his
administration filed the names of new
appointments to the housing authority,
adding that there is a perception that there
are eight members of the authority.
“In an effort to resolve this matter, I have
personally met with the council clerk and
systematically reviewed all of the files back
to May, 1995,” Muniz said. Muniz concluded, with confirmation from the city attorney,
that the following are the only true and valid
appointments to the Kenner Housing
Authority in accordance with LRS 40:534:

Lawson Harvey, 933 Tavel Drive, Kenner,
appointed August 7, 2006; Marshall Tademy,
2608 Phoenix Street, Ke n n e r, appointed
August 7, 2006; Conchita Sulli, 3306
Cannes Place, Kenner, appointed October 9,
2006; Donnie Small, 1619 31st Street,
Kenner, appointed October 9, 2006, and,
Alvin Miller, 3349 Cannes Place, Kenner,
appointed October 9, 2006.
Also in his letter to Williams, Muniz said
he attached sworn affidavits attesting to his
power under state law to appoint housing
authority members and affirming his
appointment of the five persons named
above and a copy of a letter from Lawson
Harvey declining his appointment.
Muniz said he will soon send to the
council clerk the name of a new appointee to
fill the seat Harvey declined. He said that
because the Housing Authority administers
federal monies allocated by HUD, certain
HUD regulations also govern authority
members. For example, once a person is
appointed by the mayor and certified by the
council clerk to serve a given term of office,
the mayor can remove them from office only
for cause – neglect of duty, misconduct in
office or conviction of a felony.
The mayor said he feels the clarification
letter and affidavits should put to rest the
uncertainty that has existed in recent weeks
about who are the rightful members of the
Kenner Housing Authority. A HUD representative recently confirmed that HUD had
acknowledged the mayor’s letter as an indication of which persons officially make up
the board.
Both the city and certain members of the
Kenner Housing Authority have sought clarification on the issue. The city filed a petition in the Twenty-Fourth Judicial District
Court in Gretna that seeks a ruling on the
board’s makeup and will have a pretrial hearing on April 12, while Sharon Augillard,
Brenda Byrd and Patricia Thomas, who were
appointed in January, have appealed to the
Kenner City Council to resolve the matter. At
press time Council President Marc Johnson
had called a special meeting of the Kenner
City Council for 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, April
3, to conduct that hearing. The three women
along with Sen. Derrick Shepherd, DMarrero, who claim to represent the housing
authority, have also filed a petition with the
Twenty-Fourth Judicial District Court asking
the court for membership confirmation and
to bar Mayor Muniz and city attorney James
Cannella from interfering with the agency’s
operations. Their petition will be heard on
April 10.
The Kenner Housing Authority’s office
is located at 1013 31st Street and meetings
are held at 6:00 p.m. on the second
Wednesday of every month in the Kenner
Council chambers located at 1801 Williams
Boulevard. H
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Most Elite Training Center for Athletics in our Area
One-on-one work- outs with athlete & trainers

What you should know
about separate property
By JAMES L. MELCHERS
Misconceptions about
h ow property
is owned and
inherited leads
to unintentional
mistake s
and unnecessary problems.
M a ny assume
that all property acquired during a marriage is community property. While this is the general rule, it
is simply not true for all property obtained
during a marriage.
For example, a young married man
starts buying property with a business partner who is also married. The wives of these
men are not part of the acquisitions, and
they sign off on each “Act of Sale” as interveners, declaring they understand and
agree the property is being purchased by
their husbands with separate funds.
Both men are tragically killed in an
auto accident. Neither of them have wills.
After all, they are young! Who owns the
property these men have purchased together? One of the men has children, and these
children inherit his separate assets, not the
wife. The other man has no children, so his
separate assets belong to his siblings rather
than his wife. Remember both wive s
agreed with their signatures that the properties were being purchased with separate
funds. The property is lega l ly separate
property even though it was purchased during the marriage.
By legal definition, separate property is
that which is acquired prior to a marriage;
that which is acquired by inheritance or
donation to one spouse individually; or that
which is acquired by one spouse with separate funds or with separate and community
funds where the community funds are very
small in comparison to the separate funds.
Suppose you inherit a camp in Grand
Isle and farmland near Thibodaux, and
even though you were married twice, you
never had children of your own. Your second wife had children with her first husband, but you did not legally adopt those
children. You have a heart attack with no
warning and die before executing a will.
Who gets the camp and farmland? They are
separate property because you inherited
them individually. From the prior example,
you know the wife cannot inherit your separate property unless you leave it to her in a
will. But, could her children inherit your
property? The answer is “no”. Again in this
case, the siblings of the deceased inherit the
separate property.

In this second example, the deceased
could have given his separate property to
anyone he wished in a will because he had
no children. In the first case, the man with
no children could have given his separate
property to his wife or anyone else in a will
because he had no children. The other
young man who had young children could
have given his wife control by giving her a
lifetime usufruct of his separate property
and by putting the children’s interest in a
trust making the wife the trustee. This
would have to be done in a properly drafted
will with trust provisions.
Louisiana provides that without a will,
separate property is inherited in a specific
order, which may seem a bit complicated
and unfair. The law gives a usufruct (usage)
of the property of a single person with no
children to his parents, with his siblings
having naked ownership of that interest. If
the parents of a single person have not survived him, his brothers and sisters or their
children become full owners.
Without a will, the property of a married person without children is inherited in
the same way as the single person described
above.
As to the married person with children
and no will, his separate property passes to
his children without a usufruct to the surviving spouse.
As you can see under Louisiana law as
it relates to separate property, there is no
protection for a spouse or significant other
without a will. However, a correctly drafted
will affords much protection to your loved
ones. H
James L. Melchers is the senior attorney at Melchers Law Firm, located at 909
West Esplanade Avenue in Kenner and the
firm’s primary areas of practice are estate
planning, wills, trusts, successions, real
estate, corporate law, and personal injury.
Melchers can be reached at 467-1092 or
visit the website at www.melcherslawfirm.com.

CLOTHESLINE
ART SALE
COME HELP HANG
CANCER OUT TO DRY!
All art will be $10
Saturday, April 21
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Heritage Park in Rivertown

THE SPORTS
PERFORMANCE CENTER
at Kenner Orthopedic & Sports Therapy

• 3,500 sq. ft. weight room
• 8,000 sq. ft. outdoor training facility
• Outdoor basketball training area
• Field Turf for speed & agility training
• Baseball hitting cage with instructions by

Coach Jeff Lipari (2-time National Champion
with the LSU Tigers)
Come by our facility at 3921 Williams Blvd. and
talk with Coach Duke Rousse, the areas best
speed, strength and agility coach for high school &
young athletic performance enhancement or call
443-5152 to schedule an appointment.

To set up personal hitting
instruction call
Coach Jeff Lipari at
885-1077 or 613-7696.
To allow your child to be the best athlete they can
be, call the Sports Performance Center at Kenner
Orthopedic & Sports Therapy.

(504) 443-5152
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City completing study on impact of
automated cameras at traffic intersections
By ALLAN KATZ

Look for Grand Opening of
New Location April 2007

The administration of Mayor Ed Muniz
and the Kenner City Council are awaiting
the outcome of a study on whether it’s feasible to improve traffic safety by placing
automated cameras at heav i ly-trave l e d
Kenner intersections.
The leading proponent of the cameras is
cautiously optimistic about the study. “Like
everyone else, I want to see what the study
shows,” said District 3 Councilman Ben
Zahn who believes that use of the cameras
can reduce by half the 2,500 vehicular accidents that occurred in Kenner last year. The
cameras take pictures of license plates
when drivers run red lights and of collision
scenes when a crash occurs because someone ran a red light.
Police Chief Steve Caraway says he’s
impressed by the work that the cameras do
but the decision on whether to invest in
them is up to the City Council. Chief
Caraway also pointed out that many of
Kenner’s major roadways are state highways and the State Department of

Tr a n s p o rtation and Development would
have to approve the cameras before they
could be installed.
The cameras that Councilman Zahn
wants installed should not be confused with
the white cameras placed at intersections in
Kenner like Williams Boulevard and West
Metairie Drive. Those cameras help control
traffic by sensing when cars are building up
at the intersection and changes the lights to
green.
Councilman Zahn says all seve n
Kenner councilpersons have had a chance
to see the cameras he advocates in action as
have members of the Muniz administration.
“I think we have a consensus that the cameras that would record the license plates of
drivers who run red lights are a good thing
that will help traffic safety in Kenner,” said
Councilman Zahn. “We’ll see what the
study concludes and then we’ll decide
whether to go forward with the concept that
cameras at traffic intersections can play a
role in deterring drivers who run red
lights.” H

Citizens urged to sign up now for
Jefferson Parish Emergency Alert System
INTERSTATE BRANDS CORPORATION
Interstate Brands Corporation, home of Twinkies® and Wonder® Bread, is
looking for qualified candidates to work as FULL-TIME RETAIL CLERK at its
Kenner, LA location.
Responsibilities include: providing quality customer service while suggesting
increased sales of our products; maintaining a clean and safe environment; stock
shelves and complete paperwork as required.
Requires high school diploma, or equivalent. Prior experience in a retail environment is a plus. Drug test and extensive background check required.
Qualified candidates should fax in resume to 318-767-2145 with copy of drivers
license and high school diploma or GED. OR CALL 318-349-6995 with questions.
EEOC

Landscaping as usual…
WE ARE REBUILT!

We are open for business and hope
our old friends will come and see us.
CALL LYNN DIMM FOR AN ESTIMATE
PERSONAL SERVICE - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

888-7517 or 468-5467
LYNN DIMM’S NURSERY
27 W. 27th Street • Kenner, LA

J e fferson Parish President Aaron
Broussard recently announced that the
parish is establishing an electronic emergency alert system to warn first responders
and citizens of impending emergencies
such as tornadoes, hurricane evacuations,
hazardous material spills and terrorist
attacks.
The electronic system is called
MyStateUSA and is part of the IPAWS
( I n t egrated Public Alert and Warning
System) pilot program provided to the
entire state by FEMA.
The Jefferson Parish Emerg e n cy
Management Department and the Jefferson
Parish Sheriff’s Office were the first officials in the state trained in the use and operation of the system. The system is being
used now to communicate internally among
parish departments and other first responders. It will be expanded this month to
include private citizens who wish to receive
the service.
Parish citizens are encouraged to sign
up now for emergency alerts. There is no
charge for the service. Citizens can choose
to be alerted via emails and/or through text
messages on their cell phones, alpha
numeric pagers and bl a c k b e rry-type
devices. Registering is quick and easy
online by going to www.jeffersonparishla.mystateusa.com. Click on the “Sign Up
Here For Alerts!” box and follow the directions.
Citizens who do not have access to the
Internet can enroll to receive the alerts on

their electronic devices by calling the
Jefferson Parish Department of Citizens
Affairs at 736-6000 and providing their
name and cell phone and/or pager numbers
that they want to receive the alerts.
Emergency messages can be sent to
registered users, either parish-wide or to
those in a specific threat area, depending
on the nature of the emergency. Periodic
testing of the system will occur at least
monthly. The messages will be marked as a
test.
The system also enables government at
all levels to share information during any
crisis. Emerg e n cy management officials
can create emerg e n cy communication
groups that can be used to transmit emergency information to first responders in the
field. For example, all the contact information for firefighters, police and emergency
medical services will be placed in groups
so that they can be alerted and updated
instantly with general information about
the emerg e n cy or specific information
about their role in the response.
The system can be used to communicate with evacuated citizens after a hurricane or other crisis to provide information
about the condition of the parish and when
they can return.
Later this ye a r, FEMA and
MyStateUSA will begin work on a system
that will allow emergency officials to call
home phones with emergency messages,
such as the threat of a tornado or other
impending emergency situations. H
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Laketown Grill changes hands, new owner expands menu
By ALLAN KATZ
The popular Laketown Grill has been
purchased by Robert Lawson, an experienced
food and beverage professional who promises an expanded menu but plans to retain the
burger and steak sandwiches that have proven
so popular during the restaurant’s tenure.
The Laketown Grill, located at 4041
Williams Boulevard, was opened by Darwin
Martin and her late husband, Ross Martin,
and established a niche in the Kenner restaurant market as a place for great burgers and
sports-watching on multiple television sets.
The ribeye steak sandwich was one of
Martin’s innovations that came to be regarded
by many as the restaurant’s best dish. When
Martin’s husband passed away, she made the
decision to sell the restaurant.
“I’ve been in the Metro New Orleans
market for 10 years,” said Lawson, who first
came here as a food and beverage employee
of the Hyatt Hotel. “After leaving the Hyatt, I
worked for other food and beverage outlets in

the area, including the Tropical Isle in the
Vieux Carre. I finally reached the point professionally and financially where I could
think about having my own place. I was negotiating to buy a restaurant in Missouri when I
became aware Laketown Grill was on the
market. It’s perfect for me. I love Kenner,
which is one of America’s great quality-oflife places to live.”
Lawson has expanded the happy hour
every day from 4:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. and
4:00 a.m. until 8:00 a.m. Laketown Grill now
has “Ladies Night” every Thursday from 8:00
p.m. until midnight. “We have installed individual table TVs and more big-screen TVs,
providing a great place to watch the Saints,
LSU, Tulane, Hornets and Voodoo, including
pre-game and post-game shows,” said the
new owner.
Lawson has also added a pool table to the
restaurant’s amenities, expanded appetizers,
added a ribeye steak platter and has other
plans for new dishes. “But the burgers and
the ribeye steak sandwich remain,” he said.

SEAS Men’s Club sponsors
annual golf tournament
On Monday, April 30, the St. Elizabeth Ann
Seton Men’s Club will host their annual golf
tournament at Chateau Golf and Country Club in
Kenner. The best ball scramble will begin at
12:30 p.m. following lunch.
Golfers will have the opportunity to compete for a 2007 Kia Sportage in the hole-in-one
contest and to participate in the longest drive and
closest to the pin competition. After the tournament, an awards party will be held in Chateau
Golf and Country Club’s ballroom from 5:00
p.m. until 7:00 p.m. Dozens of door prizes will
be given away among those who attend.

The $100 tournament fee per golfer includes
green fee, cart and refreshments. Hole sponsorships are available for $100 and “eagle sponsorships,” which include hole sponsorship, green
fees for four, two carts and a company’s logo on
the tournament T-shirt, are available for $500.
Proceeds from the event will contribute to the
gr owth and development of the church and
school of St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Parish, and all
donations are tax deductible.
For further information call Chairman Ray
Scullin at 466-9119, 858-7399 or email
rscullin@cox.net. H

Local justice of the peace honored
for distinguished service
Judge Kevin J. Centanni, justice of the peace
for the 6th Justice Court of Jefferson Parish,
r e c e n t ly received the distinguished “2007
Judicial Award” from Louisiana Attorn ey
General Charles C. Foti Jr. during the 37th annual justices of the peace and constables training
conference in Shreve p o rt, Louisiana. This
“Judicial Award” is given annually by the
Louisiana Attorney General’s Office to one of
nearly 400 elected justices of the peace throughout the state in appreciation of outstanding community service, concern and for demonstrating
an exceptional degree of duty and loyalty to the
judicial system.
Judge Centanni has, for the last six years,
served as president of the Jefferson Pa r i s h
Justices of the Peace and Constables Association.
Immediately following Hurricane Katrina, Judge
Centanni generated and distributed press releases
throughout Jefferson Parish and the Greater New
Orleans areas while personally manning phones

with his staff, informing the public of
landlord/tenant rights for eviction and the status
of the court eviction process. Representing the
parish association of JPs and constables, Judge
Centanni also negotiated a federal lawsuit settlement with the assistance of the Louisiana
Attorney General’s Office staff involving emergency tenant eviction notice procedures as a
result of Hurricane Katrina.
Most recently, Judge Centanni was appointed by the Louisiana Supreme Court and concurrently served as justice of the peace pro tempore
for the 5th Justice Court of Jefferson Parish as a
result of Judge Steve Mortillaro’s retirement until
the position was filled by newly-elected Judge
Charles Cusimano.
Judge Centanni also presently serves by
appointment of the Jefferson Parish Council as a
board member to the Jefferson Parish Human
Services Authority and is a member of Jefferson
Parish’s Crime Reduction Task Force Committee.

“They’re the core dishes that this restaurant
will continue to feature as our specialties.
We’re going to try to have something for
everyone. The Martins did a great job build-

ing this restaurant into a special place with
great food and ambiance, admired by Kenner
residents, and we want to build on all they
have accomplished.” H

WELLS
FARGO

HOME
MORTGAGE

There is a Reason Wells Fargo
Home Mortgage is one of the Nation’s
Leading Retail Mortgage Lenders
• Wide Selection of Conventional & Government Loans
• Full Range of Affordable Home Loan Programs
• New Construction & Renovation Programs
• Quick Loan Decisions
• Responsive Service and Professional Expertise

3445 N. Causeway Blvd., Ste. 602 • Metairie, LA 70002
Mickey King
Susan Vrbaskovich
Suzie Ortiz
Renovation Specialist
Reverse Mortgage
Renovation Specialist
504-830-3528
504-830-3527
504-830-3531
Jane Hayes
Craig Hefler
Home Mortgage Consultant
Home Mortgage Consultant
504-830-3526
504-830-3533
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Community Development offers variety of services to residents

By ARLEETA TERRELL
Kenner Community Development Director
The Community Development Department has launched several new programs that may be of assistance to the needy.
Are you facing the threat of becoming homeless or having
your utilities cut-off?
The “Housing and Utility Assistance” program may be able to
help. In an effort to prevent homelessness, rent or mortgage and
utility payment assistance will be provided to eligible families
facing the threat of eviction or utility disconnections. Please call
or visit one of Kenner’s Community Resource Centers. You could
qualify for assistance up to $1,200. Assistance per household is
limited to once during a 12-month period.
Our Emergency Roof Program is designed to assist eligible
homeowners who need repairs to their roofs as a result of hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) has issued statutory waivers to program
guidelines in an effort to allow local government the flexibility
needed to aid persons living in a federally declared disaster area
such as Kenner. The HUD program requirement of homeowner
insurance and flood insurance coverage is temporarily waived,
but only for participation in the emergency roof program. This

assistance is available to owners of single family properties located within the city limits of Ke n n e r.
Households must meet HUD income guidelines for
assistance.
Our community resource centers serve as hubs for
information and services. We have developed partnerships with various agencies and organizations to continually provide information and an array of services to
Kenner residents. Citizens are invited to walk in to our
centers and inquire about available programs and services. We are here to serve the Kenner community, and
we invite you to stop by and visit our friendly staff.
The A.P. Clay Resource Center is home to the
Jefferson Parish Head Start program. This center is
located at 200 Decatur Street near the levee at Third
Street. The Small Business Administration (SBA)
Disaster Relief Center is housed on the second floor.
Special workshops are scheduled and the facility has
available a meeting room that can be rented for weekend occasions.
At our Hispanic Resource Center, located at 4312
Florida Street, we offer a homebuyers training and
financial fitness course, which is taught in Spanish on
Saturdays. This month, two classes from 10:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. are offered on April 14 and April 21.
Participants must attend both classes to receive full certification. Pre-registration is required. The registration
fee is $40 and includes breakfast and lunch each day,
two training manuals and a credit report run. The training is provided by Sulli Educational Services, Inc. Call
464-6224 or email conchita@conchitasulli.net to make
an appointment.
Other services and programs offered at the
Hispanic Resource Center are:
Operation Too Smart
Monday-Thursday, 3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
“Operation Too Smart” is an after school youth assistance program designed to provide academic instruction and tutoring to assist students who have difficulty
and/or do not speak English. This program is sponsored
by the city of Kenner in collaboration with Council on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse (CADA).
Spanish Classes
Monday and Wednesday nights from 6:00 p.m. until
8:00 p.m.
English as a second language classes are sponsored in
partnership with the Jefferson Parish Adult Education
division and Loyola University and are held at the
Jefferson Parish Adult Education Center. Class schedules are Monday – Friday from 8:30 a.m. until 11:30
a.m., and Monday – Thursdays from 12:30 p.m. until
2:45 p.m. Loyola University sponsors classes Tuesday
and Thursday nights, from 6:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.
and on Saturday, April 14 from noon until 4:00 p.m.
Pro Bono Legal Clinic for the Spanish speaking
community is offered the second Saturday of every
month from noon to 4:00 p.m. The Pro Bono Project
recognizes that the poor Hispanics in the Greater New
Orleans area, in particular, and in the city of Kenner,
are under-represented in the legal system.
On Saturday, April 28, members of ACORN will be
at the Hispanic Resource Center to provide information
and guidance on seeking assistance from the Road
Home program.
At the Martin Luther King Resource (MLK) Center
located in Lincoln Manor at 1042 31st Street, a variety

of services and programs are offered for adults and
youth alike. Operation Too Smart is an after school
h o m ework assistance program offered Mondays
through Thursday from 3:30 p.m. until 5:30 p.m. This
program is sponsored by the city of Kenner in collaboration with the Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
(CADA).
The MLK center has several community partners
including area churches, civic and social organizations.
They share a common goal of working together to provide resources to the community in an effort to improve
the quality of life and the enrichment of families primarily in the Lincoln Manor area. The center works in
partnership with Ochsner Medical Center, which provides diabetes management health seminars every
Tu e s d ay from 2:00 p.m. until 3:15 p.m. K.B.
Enterprises provides a real estate and credit repair
workshop bi-weekly on Wednesdays from 6:00 p.m.8:00 p.m. A Pro-Bono Law Clinic is offered in collaboration with the Pro Bono Project of Greater New
Orleans. It provides free quality civil legal services to
the poor and is offered monthly on Wednesdays from
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. alternating between the Decatur
and A.P. Clay Center locations. During tax season, free
electronic income tax preparations are provided in concert with the Louisiana Department of Reve n u e
Service. If you need help with preparing your taxes,
call the MLK center.
An adult education program is offered Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. This program
is operated in collaboration with the Jefferson Parish
School Board Adult Learning Division.
“Great Women of Virtue” is a teenage girl mentoring program held each Friday from 5:30 p.m. until 7:30
p.m. This program, under the leadership of Vanessa
Harrell, provides real talk to young women about abstinence, career planning, feminine hygiene, peer pressure, the dangers of drugs and more. For young males,
a mentoring program is sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. Called “A Phi” Academy, it is lead by
Travell Kindall, the first black helicopter registered
nurse at Ochsner Hospital, and Eddie Francis, a local
radio disc jockey. All adults volunteer their time and
leadership skills to our community youth in our mentoring programs. All funds go directly to services for
the youth.
Monthly, Associated Catholic Charities works from
our centers and provides benefits to clients from the
Louisiana Family Recovery Corporation. This program
assists clients with rent and utilities assistance as well as
offering services for the homeless. On Fridays, the center staff sponsors a “Community Movie Night” from
4:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. during school months only.
At the Annie Washington Resource Center, POSE
sponsors a first time homebuyers and financial fitness
course, an after school youth program is provided for
area kids and special evening workshops are held on topics such as financial counseling and credit counseling.
The Annie Washington Center is located at 625 Veterans
Boulevard and the operating hours are from 3:00 p.m.
until 6:00 p.m. or by appointment. Call 469-2593. H
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New siding products

By DAN DORMADY
Fiber cement building materials are being
used more and more in new construction, primarily for siding. The reasons are pretty simple – it looks like wood but is termite-resistant, wa t e r-resistant, non-combustible, can
resist hurricane force winds (when facenailed) and is warranted to last from 15 to 50
years.
Fi b e r-cement siding is composed of
cement, sand and cellulose fiber that has been
autoclaved (cured with pressurized steam) to
increase its strength and dimensional stability.
While current manufacturing processes don’t
allow for the reprocessing of fiber cement siding, the manufacture of the material itself utilizes wood chips reclaimed from wood processing (the cellulose). When combined with
the long lifespan of the siding, the integrated
wood fiber qualifies the material for “Green
Points” under several different programs.
Painted finishes on fiber cement are far
more durable than on wood, due to the uniformity and high density of the product and
because fiber cement doesn’t absorb water as
readily as wood.
There are a number of manufacturers of
fiber
cement
siding,
including
WeatherBoards™
manufactured
by
CertainTeed and WeatherSide™ manufa ctured by GAF. One of the better known is
James Hardie Building Products, manufacturers of Hardiplank®, whose trade name has
become synonymous with the product.
Fiber cement siding is generally molded
to resemble wood products. Applications are
designed to be installed in place of conventional clapboards, shingles and vertical siding. Although flat and embossed wood grain
lap siding are the most common patterns,
manufacturers are introducing a greater selection of alternate designs such as those that
resemble stone or shingles.
Products are manufactured generally as
planks or boards. Trim materials such as soffits
are also ava i l a ble. Ensuring that trim is
installed at the corners and around windows
will help guard against leaks. When fiber
cement materials are not ava i l a ble, viny l
should be used since aluminum trim will react
adversely with the siding’s ingredients.
Products are generally available unfinished or pre-primed. These siding materials
are offered pre-finished from the manufacturer in a variety of architectural matte colors.
Although providing a good opaque painted
surface, there are at least three drawbacks to
specifying pre-finished siding. One is the
potential problem of slightly varying color
between dye lots. A second is matching the
recommended touch-up at cut ends. The third
is that recommended caulk joints become dif-

ficult to disguise. Since the manufacturers
demand such a premium for pre-finished siding, there is very little economic incentive
compared with a field-painted building. Field
painting also offers the advantages of providing the owner and architect with a limitless
color palette.
Although greater lengths may be special
ordered at premium cost, standard stock order
lengths of both siding and trim is 12 linear
feet. While fiber-cement siding is purported
to be easier to install than other types of siding, paying attention to manufacturer’s specifications is critical.
Although fiber cement is relative ly
dimensionally stable, some have observed situations where the manufacturer’s specified
spacing has not been provided. The result can
be extremely problematic as the siding may
buckle, wave and create opportunities for
moisture to enter.
Moisture entry is a problem for all types
of siding. For this reason, it is recommended
that joints be flashed and caulked. Flashing
alone will allow water to enter the joint with
the potential to travel inside the wa l l .
Caulking alone can cause problems if water
does get behind the flashing because it will be
more difficult for it to leave.
Furthermore, as suggested above and in
manufacturers’ literature, this type of siding
will readily mirror defects in the sheathing or
substrate if it is not properly supported. Some
have seen this in architectural features where
framing was not the standard 16 or 24 inches
on center.
Finally, boards contain crystalline silica.
Although installers tend to treat this material
like wood, when using a chop saw or other
tools that create dust, proper respirators
should be worn. The preferred method is to
scribe and snap, but since installers are used
to working with wood, they must be educated
to the health hazards. Unfortunately, one
rarely sees proper respirators being used in
the field by contractors employing this material.
Although fiber cement has proved to be a
successful and reliable siding material, it is not
perfect in all applications. A number of years
ago, the James Hardie company made a roofing product meant to look like shakes or slate
shingles. This product was the subject of a
class action lawsuit. Failures, related presumably to freeze thaw cycles, were observed in
the upper west coast. These failures involved
delaminating of the shingles (separating into
layers), deconsolidating (crumbling or disintegrating) and cracking.
Final approval of the settlement wa s
reached on February 14, 2002. Owners of
homes with these products have ten years from
the date of installation, with a final deadline in
2012, during which to file a claim. Additional
information is available at www.hardieroofingclaims.com. These products are no longer
being manufactured. H
Dan Dormady, P.E. is a licensed professional

engineer and licensed home inspector (LSBHI
#10273) and the president of CriteriumDormady Engineers, a locally owned consulting engineering firm specializing in residential and commercial building inspection serv-

ices. Dormady can be reached at 456-6999,
P.O. Box 113565 Metairie, LA 70011-3565, or
at criteriumdormady@cox.net. CriteriumDormady Engineers’ website is www.criterium-dormady.com.

OPEN 24 HOURS • GRILL 24 HOURS

“Laketown Grill Under New Ownership”
LADIES NIGHT EVERY THURSDAY
Ladies Drink FREE
DOMESTIC AND WELL DRINKS
FOR ALL YOUR
8 pm - Midnight

12 TVs
SPORTING NEEDS
HAPPY HOUR
4 pm - 8 pm
4 am - 8 am
To Go Orders

461-0433
Call for Faxed Menu

The Ice House
2151 WILLIAMS BLVD.
(RIGHT BEHIND CAR WASH)
Monday - Thursday • 7 am - 6 pm/Friday and Saturday • 7 am - 7 pm/Sunday • 8 am - 5 pm

469-3503
WE ARE YOUR BOILING HEADQUARTERS!
EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR YOUR BOILING NEEDS

CAJUNLAND SEASONING
Potatoes • Onions • Garlic
PROPANE

Easter Special

CAJUNLAND

64 oz. COMPLETE BOIL

399

$

With 5 Gallon
Propane Fill
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Buddy up to lose weight
By YVETTE DUSSOUY

3501 Chateau Blvd.

465-9444
“Working at Chateau
Coffee Café has been &
still is a very rewarding
& gratifying experience.
We try to please every
customer with great
service and quality food.”
Danny Picou

Chateau
Coffee Café
salutes long-time
employee,
Danny Picou,
for his superb
service.

It’s no surprise
that
studies indicate that people get fit and
lose weight
more eff e ct ive ly wh e n
they partner
with a friend
or
fa m i ly
member. Think about it. You’re more likely
to show up for a workout when you know
people are expecting you and excited to see
you.
Jazzercise founder Judi Sheppard
Missett says, “Exercising with other people
is also very motivating. The positive energy
spreads from one participant to the next”.
How many times have you felt like skipping a workout only to discover how great
you felt once you got there? An exercise
partner can provide that extra incentive to
follow through.
Whether it’s exercise or dieting, being
part of a group is helpful.
Find the perfect fitness and weight loss
partner
Have the same goals. It’s not a good
match if you’re looking to dance off a few
pounds in an aerobic class and your partner wants to beat his or her best time in a
5K run.
Don’t waste your time on a partner who
is late, whiny or a naysayer, which will only
dampen your enthusiasm.
L i k ewise you should pick someone
whose companionship you value so that
you are motivated to be prompt and upbeat.
Find someone who has a similar schedule as you so you are not juggling your

schedule around.
Have a set workout schedule and consider friendly penalties for not showing.
Make it a family affair
Change ordinary exercises into teamed
fun. Bring your daughter to your dance
aerobic class. She’ll enjoy the cool music
too!
Get your spouse moving. He/she is conveniently located, easily accessible and statistically in the same shape as you.
Research indicates that women gain an
average of 24 pounds over the course of 13
years of marriage, while men gain 19. Take
it off together!
Having family exercise with you can
make your efforts more fun while spreading
the healthy benefits to everyone involved.
Children who play team sports learn
buddy-exercising from a young age and are
more likely to keep exercising with a partner as they get older.
If you’re not happy with your choices of
partners, join a facility that incorporates
team activities within their program and get
started by yourself! H
Yvette Dussouy, a certified instructor
for over 16 years, has owned and operated
the Kenner Jazzercise Fitness Center located at 3729 Williams Boulevard for over 13
years. Dussouy has been awa rded
Pacesetter Elite status by Jazzercise, Inc.
for the past eight years. Dussouy can be
reached at 443-6666 or jazspot@aol.com.
The Kenner Jazzercise Center has classes
e a rly morning, morning, afternoon,
evenings and weekends – some include
childcare. This class schedule incl u d e s
classes for the overweight through the very
fit. For the complete schedule visit
www.jazzercise.com.

H Community

H

Consequences of teens and alcohol
Teen drunk drivers are invo l ved in
twice as many fatal accidents than drivers
age 21 and older. These crashes are the
leading cause of death for adolescents and
young adults. Review the following tips
with your children. This information could
save lives.
Underage drunk drivers can lose their
driver’s license for up to a year and a half.
If your teen is caught with fake identification, it is punishable by one or more of
the following: fines, community service
hours and driver’s license suspension.
Let your kids know that drinking on an
empty stomach affects the brain and its
senses very quickly.
Drinking and driving is just as danger-

ous on a bike since skills and coordination
are affected by alcohol. There is also nothing to protect your child in a bicycle crash.
It is against the law for any person of any
age to have an open container of alcohol in
a vehicle. If caught, fines range up to $500.
Curfew for those under the age of 17 is
10:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday and
11 p.m. Friday through Sunday. Penalties
for this action affect you as parents or legal
guardians.
“Sometimes what is thought of by
teenagers as innocent fun leads to serious
trouble,” said Kenner Police Chief Steve
Caraway. “I urge you, as parents, to remind
your teenagers that drinking and driving is
not tolerated.” H
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The Dow plummets: Can you get your money back?

By RONALD HAMPTON
On Tuesday, February 20, 2007, the Dow
Jones Industrial Average plunged more than
400 points – its largest single day loss in
more than five years. Virtually no sector of
the market was left unscathed.
If your money was invested in stocks,
mutual funds, or va r i a ble annuities with
stocks as the underlying investment you are
almost sure to have suffered as well. A “risk
money place” is where, if you decide to take
your money, you don’t know what you will
get back. It could be more than what you put
in but it could be less, much less.
If your goal is to have your retirement
money in a safe place, where your principal is
protected and gains locked in each year, your
options would seem to be limited. Certainly,
CDs protect your principal but rates are low
and the interest is not tax deferred.
Notwithstanding this, many seniors keep
most of their money in CDs just because they
are safe. Each time the market suffers a large
drop they congratulate themselves on avoiding risk. And since avoiding risk is important

to both seniors and retirees, it makes sense to
have your money where there is no risk to
principal. There is, however, another option.
Many retirees these days are moving their
money to a form of annuity that has come to
dominate in the past 10 years. It is called a
fixed index annuity or FIA. The better of
these have returned a solid six to eight percent over a 10 year period, locking in the
gains at the end of each contract year. A
bonus is that the gains are tax deferred even
outside an IRA so that no taxes are due until
money is withdrawn. And many do not tie up
your money for long periods as the old fashioned annuities did.
People like the FIAs not only because of
the higher interest rates but because of the
safety of working with a large and usually
highly rated insurer. The industry proudly
claims that no one has ever lost a dime with
these products.
If you like the fact that your gains are
locked in and not subject to market loss you
may want to contact your financial professional about Fixed Index Annuities. H
Ronald Hampton is the principal of
Retirement Planning Associates located at
3500 North Causeway Boulevard in Metairie.
Hampton is a Certified Retirement Financial
Advisor™ and author of “Retirement Land
Mines and How to Avoid Them”©. He can be

reached at 1-800-569-2902 or ronaldghampton@cox.net. Hampton’s firm is a participant

in the Better Business Bureau CARE program.

H Community

H

Copeland’s opens in Kenner

Owners Liz and Al Copeland, Jr., recently hosted a grand opening celebration of their new
Copeland’s Famous New Orleans Restaurant and Bar located at 1319 West Esplanade in Kenner.
$1000 was collected in bar proceeds from the party that night and will be donated to Katrina
relief programs in Kenner. The 6,000 square foot restaurant, which was formerly the Lone Star
Steakhouse and Saloon, has been completely renovated and will be open 11:00 a.m. until
11:00 p.m. on Monday through Thursday, 11:00 a.m. until midnight on Friday and 10:00 a.m.
until 11:00 p.m. on Sunday.
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A salute to hospice care providers…The family’s response

By KIM NONENMACHER
“My mother had hospice, they were
wonderful.” “My grandfather’s death was so
peaceful. The hospice nurse still calls to
check on our family.” “They helped my
fa m i ly plan the memorial service.”

“Hospice services made coping with this
difficult time much easier.” “Hospice provided care at the nursing home for Mom
and gave us extra peace of mind.”
All this and more has been the feedback
that hospice providers hear from the families that received care from agencies around
the country. The need to review the quality
of our care and the delivery of services is an
on going process for all hospice agencies.
One frequently heard response is, “I
wish we would have known that we were
eligible for hospice services sooner.” The

5.50

% SENIORS Certificate of Deposit
12-Month FDIC Insured

55 PLUS!
Ron Hampton

Annual Percentage Yield

Your Local CD Authority

Retirement Planning Associates
Metairie, LA

A CD Referral and Insurance Provider
$20,000 Minimum
Subject to Availability
Penalty for Early Withdrawal

504-466-7392

length of stay with a hospice varies from a
few short hours to months of care. Most
families wished they would have had the
opportunity to receive care for a longer
time. From that response, we as hospice
providers realized it was our responsibility
to expand our efforts and educate the community regarding when to implement hospice as a part of the care plan. There are
often financial concerns that may delay the
start of this service, however, Medicare,
Medicaid and most private insurance provide this benefit.
Agencies survey their patients, families
and physicians on a regular basis for their
responses. Those surveys are used to better
serve the population as healthcare needs
change in today’s world. As patients we hate
to be thought of as a statistic, but using this
data allows healthcare providers to enhance
the services we offer. The information gathered from these sources transforms data
into proactive approaches for care related
issues. Detailed survey results and information help our agencies plan for the future
and assure improvement based on the satisfaction of those using our services.
“It takes a special person to do that
work.” Yes, it takes a special person, but we
need to hear your voices, wishes and choices. You should express to your family and
friends how you want to receive health care

at the end of life. We can only provide what
we know meets the needs of our patients
and their loved ones.
Hospice professionals who deliver
direct patient care see results related to the
clinical needs on a day to day basis.
However, it’s the gratitude, appreciation,
and thanks from the families that prove to
be the real measurement of success for hospice personnel. We never want to lose sight
of the needs and desires that our patients
and families have set. Honest, constructive
feedback is the fuel that will run the hospice
agencies of the future. Your input and opinions about the type of care you desire or
have received is a valuable tool. The
response from the patient and the family
should always be the standard we use to
improve our performance and measure the
quality of our service. You will be instrumental in making the changes in tomorrow’s healthcare system. H
Kim Nonenmach e r, is the prog ram
director for Hospice Care of Louisiana,
Metairie, with over 25 years of experience
in healthcare. Since 1999 she has been affiliated with hospice, educating the community and healthcare professionals on the benefits of hospice service and care. For more
i n formation contact Hospice Care of
Louisiana at 834-1655.

ORTHOPEDIC CENTER FOR SPORTS MEDICINE
Luis M. Espinoza, M.D., Charles P. Murphy, M.D., Thomas R. Lyons, M.D.

Orthopedic Center for Sports Medicine is a multispecialty center of excellence dedicated to providing the highest quality care for patients with injury or disease of the
musculoskeletal system. Charles P. Murphy, M.D., Thomas R. Lyons, M.D. and Luis
M. Espinoza, M.D. are fellowship trained and board certified orthopedic surgeons.
Their practice encompasses sports medicine, arthroscopy, joint replacement surgery, fracture care, and occupational injuries with focused expertise in surgery of
the shoulder and knee. The Orthopedic Center utilizes in house physical therapists

to facilitate recovery following injury or surgery. We are pleased to announce the
addition of an extremity MRI at our Metairie office for added patient convenience.
Drs. Espinoza, Murphy, and Lyons are pleased to announce their association as
orthopedic consultants to the New York Mets AAA affiliate New Orleans Zephyrs.
671 W. Esplanade Avenue, Suite 100, Kenner 467-5900
4921 Airline Drive, Metairie 889-2663
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Tax tips
By GLENN DOTTOLO
After the
Internal
Revenue
Service and
the
state
“ ex t e n d e d ”
our Katrina
tax
filing
“ ex t e n s i o n s ,”
it is hard to
b e l i eve this
year we have to go back to filing our taxes
on time, but we do. Before you complete
your returns, you may want to consider a
few last minute tax changes you may not be
aware of because they did not make it into
some of the printed tax forms.
Solar Credit – No, I’m not crazy. Have
you noticed that solar panels are being
added to some of the reconstructed houses
in the 9th ward and in Kenner? If you have
installed solar panels, or – what most people have done – installed new energy-efficient heating or cooling systems or
replaced old windows with new insulated
windows, you may be eligible for a credit
from $50 to $2,000. This credit is applied
on line 52 of your 1040 tax return.
Teacher tax Credit – Every teacher I
know ends up buying school supplies out
of their own pocket for their classroom. If
you are a teacher, you can deduct up to
$250 to cover supplies that you provided.
Charitable Donations – Miscellaneous
goods donated to charities are deductible up

to $500 if the items were in “good condition.” No documentation is necessary but a
photo or receipt from the charity will help if
you are ever audited.
Sales Taxes – Did you pay a lot of sales
taxes last year? It may be worth your while
to deduct your “actual” sales taxes paid
rather than deducting the state and local
“income” tax you paid. If, due to the flood
last year, you replaced a house full of furniture or bought a car, this could be worth
checking into this option. This deduction is
found on Schedule A.
College Tuition – Is your joint adjusted
gross family income less than $130,000? If
so, and you paid college tuition last year,
you may be able to deduct up to $4,000 in
tuition and fees. If it is $160,000 or less,
you may be able to deduct up to $2,000.
This deduction can be applied on line 35 of
Form 1040.
For a change, the government really is
trying to help. If you check the IRS website
at www.irs.gov you will find a discussion of
these deductions and downloadable forms.
As always check with your tax professional or the IRS to be sure if these deductions could apply to you and how to properly take advantage of them. H

Tires • Alignments • Balancing • Oil Changes
Shocks • Air Conditioner Work • Struts
Brake Service • Batteries • Belts • Hoses
Tune-Ups CV Joints • Fuel Injection Cleaning

4200 Williams Blvd.

465-1312
7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday - Friday
www.scottystireauto.com

Glenn Dottolo, manager of Gulf Coast
Bank & Trust’s Kenner Branch Office on
Williams Boulevard, offers twe n t y - five
years of full service banking to his customers. Dottolo can be contacted at 5653655. Visit Gulf Coast Bank & Trust’s website at www.gulfbank.com.
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Arthroscopic treatment of
ankle impingement
By LUIS M. ESPINOZA, M.D.
Pe r s i s t e n t
ankle pain is a
p r o blem that
occurs
in
twenty to forty
percent of people who experience ankle
s p r a i n s .
Patients typically describe
pain and swelling over the front (anterior)
and outer (lateral) portion of the ankle.
Vague discomfort, popping, decreased
ankle motion and difficulty running or
climbing stairs are frequent complaints in
athletes who have this anterolateral ankle
impingement. Occasionally, the pain may
extend more toward the inner (anteromedial) portion of the ankle joint.
Ankle impingement results from ankle

sprains that injure the stabilizing ligaments
of the ankle joint. Injury to the ligaments
results in inflammation, synovitis and scar
tissue. Significant or repeated ankle sprains
generate excessive scar tissue that gets
caught in the joint with motion. As the scar
tissue gets compressed, a feeling of discomfort, popping or giving way is often
experienced. Initial treatment should focus
on reduction of swelling and control of
pain.
The diagnosis of ankle impingement
can be made with a thorough physical
examination and confirmed with diagnostic studies. Careful palpation and stress
testing of the ankle can assist in making the
diagnosis. Symptomatic pain is often
reproduced by palpating the injured ligaments and maximally flexing the foot to
compress the scar tissue. Manual stress
testing for ankle laxity reveals whether a
l i gament has been stretched out from
continued on page 20

Kenner

$

25 OFF
some restrictions apply
expires 04/30/07

443-6666
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It’s All About You!
The Chic…Boutique

NEW
SPRING AND SUMMER
FASHIONS
Hours: Tues & Sat. 10-6 • Wed. - Fri. 10-7
4041 Williams Boulevard • Suite 6A
Winn-Dixie Shopping Center • 467-2558

3501 Chateau Blvd.

465-9444
Try one of our healthy salads
SALADS
Southwestern Chicken Salad
Grilled chicken, corn, salsa, black beans, cheddar jack cheese, cucumbers,
tomatoes & tortilla strips. Served with Southwest ranch dressing.
7.25
Smoked Turkey Salad
Smoked turkey, baby swiss, chopped walnuts and sliced apple.
6.50
Cobb Salad
Rows of grilled chicken, crumbled blue cheese, carrots, boiled egg,
cheddar jack cheese, bacon and smoked turkey.
7.75
Grilled Chicken Spinach Salad
Fresh spinach, grilled chicken, feta cheese, black olives, tomatoes and cucumbers.
6.75
Chef Salad
Grilled chicken, smoked ham, cheddar jack cheese, boiled egg,
fresh tomatoes, bacon and alfalfa sprouts.
7.25
All salads served on romaine lettuce with wheat crackers and your choice of dressing.
Raspberry Walnut, Caesar, Lite Ranch, Honey Mustard, Fat Free Italian,
Hot Bacon, Blue Cheese, Balsamic Basil Vinaigrette. Extra dressing .50
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H

Do-it-yourself moves not for you?
Hire a professional
By LINDA R. MARTIN
Moving
into a new
home,
but
don’t want to
handle the job
of packing or
transporting
your belongings yourself?
Then consider
hiring a professional move r.
Using the services of a professional can
allow you to use your time and energy concentrating on other aspects of your move.
When selecting a mover, make sure that
you choose a reliable and reputable company.
Ask your real estate professional, neighbors,
family and friends for a recommendation. In
addition, check with your local Better
Business Bureau to see if there are any complaints against the moving company.
Once you have narrowed down your
selection, ask the following questions:
How long has the company been in
business?
Is the moving agent certified?
How long has the estimator been in the
industry?
Is the company insured? Do they have
worker’s compensation? If not, and one of
their workers is hurt in your home, you may
end up having to not only pay for your
move, but their medical expenses too!
Next, get an estimate for the costs of the
move at least eight weeks before your
move. For local moves, your costs are usually based on the number of movers and the
truck multiplied by the number of hours.
For long distance moves your costs are
charged mainly on the weight of your items
and the distance they need to be moved. In
both cases, there may be additional components that will factor into the costs.
To get a more accurate estimate, have a
representative from the company come to
your home to take an inventory of your
belongings. Be prepared to give a description of your new residence. Are there stairs

or any restrictions?
Get a written copy of the estimate with
the cost components detailed out.
Examples of moving cost components are
packing (labor and materials), special handling of antiques, art and other fragile
items, transportation charges, additional
insurance while in transit or storage, and
accessory charges including number of
stairs, distance from the truck to home, ease
of entry, etc. Getting a written estimate
does three things. First, it will alleviate any
surprise charges after the move is complete.
Second, it protects you from a would-be
unscrupulous vendor trying to understate
costs to get your business. And lastly, in
most cases a mover can only collect within
a certain percentage of the estimate on
delivery.
After you have an estimate of costs,
schedule a move date no less than two
weeks before the move. However, the earlier the better, especially if you are moving
during the busy season, which is from May
to September. If your move is across states,
you may need to plan extra days into your
move. This is because most companies’
rates on interstate moves are based on fullyloaded trailers. And unless all of yo u r
household goods fill the trailer, there may
be other household shipments on there as
well, so you have to be flexible on the dates
for both loading and delivery.
Make sure the mover gives you an estimated time for arrival so that you can have
someone at your new destination to receive
your items, otherwise your items will be
placed in storage and you will have to pay
for storage and for redelivery.
Using professional movers can take the
stress out of moving day, but make sure you
do your homework first. H
Linda R. Martin can be reached at 4436464. Prudential Gardner Realtors is an
independently owned and operated member
of Prudential Real Estate Affiliates, Inc., a
Prudential Financial company. Visit the
Prudential website at www.prudentialgardner.com.

H
H Community
Book donation drive to benefit library system
The Friends of the Jefferson Pa r i s h
Library will conduct a book donation drive
on Saturday, April 14, 2007, from 9:00 a.m.
until 5:00 p.m. in the parking lot of the East
Bank Regional Library. The library is located
at 4747 West Napoleon Avenue in Metairie.
Donations of hardcover and paperback
books, DVDs, CDs and audio and video tapes

will be accepted. Magazines and encyclopedias cannot be accepted. For more information, email friendsjpl@Yahoo.com or call
455-2665 and leave your questions on the
message machine. Donated items will be sold
at the next Big Book Sale, scheduled for
October, 2007. All proceeds benefit the
Jefferson Parish Library System. H
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Dental care away from home
BY SUSAN M. FELDER D.D.S.
Are you
planning
a
vacation that
includes dental
care outside
the
United
States? Here
are
some
things
you
should know
before you go.
A checkup
is especially important if you’ll be traveling
in developing countries or in remote areas
without access to good dental care.
Left to chance, emergency dental care
may be uncomfort a ble, dangerous and
expensive. And dental care providers in
developing regions may not have the
resources, equipment or supplies to take all
of the recommended precautions for preventing disease transmission.
If you are thinking about going outside
the U.S. for your dental care as part of a
vacation (also known as “Dental Tourism”),
here are some things to consider: Dentists
practicing in the U.S. attend four years at an
accredited dental school (usually in addition
to their bachelor’s degree). They pass
national and state dental board examinations
before they receive a license to practice.
Each state in the U.S. has a board of
dentistry that oversees all practicing dentists. The state dental boards have rules and
regulations that dentists must follow.
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) issue recommendations to dental offices regarding educating
and protecting dental health-care personnel;
preventing transmission of bl o o d b o rne
pathogens; hand hygiene; personal protective
equipment; contact dermatitis and latex
hypersensitivity; sterilization and disinfection of patient-care items; environmental
infection control; dental unit waterlines,
biofilm, and water quality and special considerations (e.g., dental handpieces and other
devices, radiology, parenteral medications,
oral surgical procedures and dental laboratories). These recommendations were developed in collaboration with and after review
by infection control authorities from the
CDC and other public agencies, academia,
and private and professional organizations.
Dentists in the U.S. are also held to a
high standard of care. For example, they
must follow infection control guidelines to

prevent bloodborne illnesses from spreading. They must abide by regulations for
radiation safety (X-ray equipment and its
use) and for proper waste disposal. These
standards are in place for your safety and
for that of dental office staff.
The Organization for Safety and
Asepsis Procedures (OSAP) has a Traveler’s
Guide to Safe Dental Care, which includes
a checklist for safe dental treatment abroad.
For more information visit www.osap.org.
Before you travel abroad, ask your dentist if he or she has contacts in dental fraternity groups such as the Academy of
D e n t i s t ry International, the International
College of Dentists or the Pierre Fauchard
Academy. The foreign embassy offices in
Washington, DC, or a local consulate may
also be helpful.
The International Association for
Medical Assistance to Travelers, (IAMAT),
maintains a network of medical personnel,
hospitals and clinics around the world that
have agreed to treat IAMAT members in
need of care. IAMAT is helpful in referring
patients to dentists. Any traveler can belong
to IAMAT. There is no membership fee,
although a donation is welcome.
For
more
information
visit
www.iamat.org, call IAMAT at 716-7544883 or email info@iamat.org.
If you are traveling in Europe, contact
the American Dental Society of Europe
(ADSE). The Society’s members – dentists
who live and work in Europe – have completed a full-time course of study at a recognized dental school in the United States
or Canada. For more information visit
www.adse.co.uk.
Many countries have dental associations
that can provide referrals. Visit
w w w. a d a . o rg / a d a / o rga n i z a t i o n s / i n t e r n ational.asp for a list of International Dental
Associations.
A dental school in another country may
also be an option. Check the FDI World
Dental Federation Web site at www. f d iworldental.org.
The preceding article was based on information obtained from the American Dental
Association’s website at www.ada.org/public/manage/care/index.asp. H
Susan M. Felder D.D.S. is a general
dentist who has practiced continuously in
north Kenner for over 28 years. Dr. Felder’s
office is located at 4134 Florida Avenue,
Suite 101 and she can be reached at 4696333.
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Offerings
OVERSTUFFED POBOYS AND MUFFALETTAS
Meatball
Veal Parmigiana
Italian Sausage

Ham & Cheese
Chicken Parmigiana
Shrimp, Fish, Oyster

MONDAY & TUESDAY: CLOSED
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY:
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
FRIDAY:
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
SATURDAY: 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
SUNDAY: 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

VIDEO

POKER

3525 Williams Blvd.
(1 block North of West Esplanade)

466-5550
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Searching for answers
By JOEY CLEVELAND
I’m writing this column on the eight month anniversary of Carl’s
death. Mercifully, my emotions seem to have leveled off, and grieving
now comes more like gentle waves than tsunamis. As painful as grieving can be, I’ve also discovered that I’m equally uncomfortable with
numbness. About a month ago I felt as if I were emotionally dead, as
if I were somehow stuck, and so I decided to do something about it.
Someone recommended a particular grief counselor, so I made an
appointment with her for the following week. I’m no stranger to counseling, and the session was fairly typical in that I told her why I was
there and then tried to tell her in 50 minutes or less whom Carl was
and what his death has meant to me. That was a real challenge given
the events of the last ten years! Anyway, I got through it and made a
date to see her the next week.
The second appointment had both of us agreeing that while I continue to grieve Carl’s death, we both felt that I was ready to start considering my options for the future. Have you ever been at a crossroads
and asked yourself, “What am I going to do with the rest of my life?”
I’m 62 years old, and I do believe it’s the first time I’ve ever really
needed to ask myself that question.
Carl and I started dating when I was a junior in high school and
he a freshman at Tulane. After five years of dating, we married in our
early 20s. Birthing four daughters in five and a half years pretty well
determined the path and focus of my life (plus two more daughters
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years later and years apart). My oldest daughter is now 40,
and my youngest is 18 and leaving the nest this year. My
deepest heart’s desire was always to be a mom, and my
family gives me great consolation and joy. I’ll always make
time for my family, but unless something unexpected happens, I’ll soon have the luxury to consider a part-time
career or to enjoy my hobbies, travel, etc. Radical thought!
(You know the saying, if you want to make God laugh,
make plans!)
Before I left my second session with the counselor, she
gave me a huge stack of magazines with the instructions
that I was to make a collage comprised of pictures, phrases and/or words that in some way figured into dreams for
my future. After I had torn out a large stack of pictures, I
was instructed to go through them again and only keep the
best.
Needless to say I didn’t waste time on the skateboarding or body building magazines, but there were plenty of
other ones to which I could relate. I tore out pictures of
flowers because I love gardening, and pictures of healthy
meals caught my eye because I’d like to be healthier in the
homeward stretch. I also tore out images of lovely artwork
as well as handmade knitted sweaters and hats which I
enjoy making for the grandchildren.
When I realized that this was taking more time than I’d
planned, I stopped looking at magazines and started asking
myself some hard questions such as, “What were the passions for life that I had as a child…as a teenager…before I
became an adult?” I felt that the answers to those questions
held some basic truths for me, and I needed more time than
one week to find those answers within. My inner child has
been sorely neglected, and I think it’s time to give her some
attention. I truly believe that each of us makes rational
choices and life presents opportunities that affect the direction our life takes; but I also passionately believe that God
has planted within each one of us talents, gifts, aptitudes
and passions that bring us delight, help restore our spirits
and, if we’re lucky, might even form the foundation for
one’s livelihood. No doubt God must also take delight
when we return these gifts by using them to help build His
kingdom on earth.
I have also envisioned a scale on my collage which represents balance to me. Pursuing passions or hobbies to the
extreme can become selfish and overly self-indulgent, and
the times that I have done that in my life were miserable. I
know that a large part of the collage needs to include my
responsibilities in life such as God, my church, my mother
(who lives with me), my children and their families, friends
and my community.
Another answer I was searching for came from an
experience I’d had ten years earlier when I was working for
New Orleans Right to Life. I’d met an extraordinary
woman whom I admired greatly because she’d successfully reared a large family and was a woman of great faith.
She was also committed to the sanctity of life and fought
long and hard to promote that value within her sphere of
influence. She was on the front line of battle in prayer at the
abortion clinics which made her a brave lady in my opinion. She died suddenly, and I went to her funeral. I have to
say that next to Carl’s, it was the happiest funeral I’d ever
attended because she lived her faith until her last breath.
Her unwavering commitment and perseverance were
invaluable lessons that she left as a legacy to her family,
and I pray that I can do the same for mine. Legacy: here
was another piece of the collage puzzle I needed to ponder.
When I went back for the third appointment, I told the
counselor that I wasn’t ready to make the collage yet
because I was still searching for answers that I knew
wouldn’t be found in magazines. It also occurred to me that

when I find the answers to my questions, I can print the
pictures from the Internet and save a lot of time. We set the
next appointment for two weeks away which should give
me enough time to at least start the project.
If you’ve forgotten what you used to love and feel passionate about, perhaps making a collage is a way to help
you graphically see what it is that excites your heart in pictures and words. The counselor explained to me that once
her clients successfully use this method for working out a
problem, they’ve gone on to use it to solve future problems
on their own. I’m really looking forward to making the collage as well as displaying it in my office to remind me of
my loves as well as my responsibilities.
Ultimately, however, I believe that if we go to God in
prayer in complete trust like a child, He will help guide and
direct us to the answers that we hold deep within ourselves.
He loves us beyond our comprehension, and He wants our
hearts united to His. Now, that should take up the largest
part of my collage. Everything else will fall into place! H
Joey Cleveland is the widow of Carl Cleveland, the
Kenner Star Faithwalk columnist from 1998 until his death
July 2006. Joey Cleveland can be reached via email at kenstarcwc@aol.com.

ANKLE IMPINGEMENT
(continued from page 17)

repeated sprains. X-rays can reveal calcification or old
fractures that would indicate a history of ankle trauma.
Finally, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is an
extremely useful diagnostic test that often detects
swelling, ligament injury or scar tissue associated with
ankle impingement.
Fortunately, over eighty percent of people who sustain ankle sprains heal without any trouble. Those folks
who have persistent ankle pain may be managed with
immobilization, physical rehabilitation and anti-inflammatory medication. Limited use of cortisone injections
can also help reduce inflamed scar tissue and decrease
pain. Unfortunately, the painful symptoms often return
because the mechanical tissue responsible for the
impingement remains. Anyone who fails these conservative measures is a candidate for arthroscopic surgery.
Arthroscopy of the ankle allows direct visualization
of all structures within the joint through extremely
small incisions. Direct inspection of the ankle also
allows assessment of any damage to the cartilage that
lines the bones. Cartilage and soft-tissue injuries of the
ankle may be associated with recurrent swelling, nonspecific tenderness, restricted range of motion, popping
or a feeling of instability. Once the arthroscopy confirms the problem, the inflamed synovial scar tissue can
be removed.
The surgery is done as an out patient procedure,
allowing the patient to go home the same day. Postoperative care includes crutches for seven to fourteen
days and formal physical therapy to work on motion
and strength. H
Luis M. Espinoza M.D. is a board certified orthopedic
surgeon practicing at the Orthopedic Center for Sports
Medicine. Dr. Espinoza serves as a consultant for the New
York Mets AAA affiliate New Orleans Zephyrs baseball
team. The Orthopedic Center is a multi-specialty center
dedicated to complete musculoskeletal care with focused
expertise in shoulder and knee injuries. Offices are located in Kenner and Metairie. For additional information call
467-5900 or visit www.orthodoc.aaos.org/lespinozamd.
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Supplements
By KEITH M. DARCEY
Go to your local pharmacy or grocery
store and you will see that vitamin and mineral supplements line an entire shelf. Want
more energy? How about a better memory?
What about looser joints? Look on the shelf
and there is a bottle claiming to help each
of these conditions, and more.
Since these supplements are considered
over the counter and no prescription is
needed, it is left to the consumer to figure
out which is right for them. This multi-billion dollar business of supplements appeals
to many who are looking to fix or improve
an aspect of their life and health. What it
amounts to is self-medication that can be
risky to your overall health.
When looking to add any supplement to
your daily diet, always consult your physi-

cian first. Using supplements to treat medical conditions or to practice preventative
medicine can be a useful and sometimes
less expensive alternative to prescription
medications. Although many of these supplements are safe, many others have
unwanted side effects that can negatively
affect other areas of your health. In addition, most consumers are not qualified to
know how it will react with other prescribed medications they are taking, or educated on the appropriate dosage.
A supplement you are taking for
improved circulation, for example, may
also cause blood thinning to occur. Taking
this with certain cardiac medications or
before surgery can present unexpected and
dangerous complications.
“People need to treat these as drugs,” says
Dr. Nicole Robin-Krohn, clinical director of
East Jefferson General Hospital’s pharmaceutical services. “Because that’s what they are.”
Another potential problem associated
with vitamin supplements is that there is no
centralized or governmental body charged
with overseeing this industry. Unlike physi-

Let’s get fit for baseball and softball
By CRAIG GOODWIN
Baseball
season
is
around the corner as the city
of
Kenner
b egins its tryouts this month.
We need to
make sure that
our children are
in the best
shape possible to help prevent injury to their
throwing arms and to prevent soreness from
running. This is a good time to begin a preseason throwing program with both boys and
girls who will be participating in baseball and
softball. A pre-season program will strengthen their arms, prepare them for season long
throwing and help prevent pain in the shoulder and elbow areas that are most vulnerable
to injury. Beginning a throwing program is
easy, but it must be continued for a two to
three week period of time.
There are six different throwing phases
that represent changes in the length of the
throw within the program. Each phase of the
program consists of two steps. The first step
is 25 throws performed twice with a 15
minute rest period in between. The second
step of each phase is 25 throws performed
three times with 15 minute rest periods. The
first phase starts from 45 feet, the second
phase is from 60 feet, the third phase is from
90 feet, the fourth phase is from 120 feet, the
fifth phase from 150 feet and the sixth phase
is from 180 feet. The last two phases of the
program can be left off if your child is
younger than 12 years old.

Progress your child from one step to
another with one day of rest in between if
there is no arm soreness noted. If arm soreness is present, continue at that phase until
the pain subsides. Performing a throwing program in the pre-season will help build arm
strength and most of all will help prevent
injury.
Conditioning is also an important part of
a pre-season program. Begin a conditioning
program four to six weeks prior to try-outs.
Begin with light running activities to help
condition the legs. This can be advanced to
short burst running to help with the explos iveness needed when running bases.
Flexibility of the arm and legs will help prevent injury in those areas. Strengthening of
the throwing arm, trunk and legs will help
build the strength needed for participation
and again, help prevent injury. Sit-ups, pushups and mini-squats are the best way to
improve strength in the trunk, upper body and
lower body areas.
Always remember that conditioning the
body in the pre-season will help prevent
injuries during the season. H

cian-prescribed medications that go
through rigorous testing and years of
approval processes by the Food and Drug
Administration, supplements are simply
bottled and placed on the shelf. In essence,
there is no proof that what you are taking
will actually work, nor will you find potential side effects listed.
In addition to consulting your physician,
getting educated prior to selecting and taking
any of these supplements is extremely important. Even with the absence of a regulated
body monitoring the safety of the supplement,
trusted organizations have taken it upon themselves to research and approve individual supplements. Three of the more widely accepted
organizations are National Formulary, U.S.
Pharmacopera and Consumer Labs.
Each of these organizations provides
consumers an objective look at the standards used to manufacture these vitamin
supplements and the results one can expect.
If any of their symbols are found on the
product label of the bottle, consumers have
the knowledge that the supplement has been
tested and approved by a qualified, third
party. Look for the following symbols on
the bottle: National Formulary uses capital
CF, U.S. Pharmacopera uses USP in an oval
and Consumer Labs uses CL in a beaker.

Keith M. Darcey is a communications
specialist with East Je fferson General
Hospital located at 4200 Houma Boulevard
in Metairie. Darcey can be reached at 8897110 or at k d a r c ey @ e j g h . o rg . East
Je ffe rson General Hospital, Louisiana’s
first Nurse Magnet hospital, is a publicly
owned, not-for-profit community hospital,
providing care to the residents of the East
Bank of Jefferson Parish and surrounding
communities.

We listen,

we assess
your needs, we make it easy for
you to make legal decisions.
• Wills - Trusts - Successions
• Real Estate Closings
• Business Law

M LF

Melchers Law Firm

Estate Planning • Real Estate • Business Law
909 West Esplanade Ave., Suite 206, Kenner
James L. Melchers, Attorney-At-Law
Kathy Melchers, Administrator

KENNER
Craig Goodwin, physical therapist, is president of Kenner Orthopedic and Sports
Therapy, located at 3921 Williams Boulevard
with two other locations in Metairie and on
the West Bank. Goodwin graduated from LSU
Medical School Department of Allied Health,
Department of Physical Therapy, in 1987.
Anyone who has experienced an injury and
would like to find out why it happened and
what can be done to help restore normal
function in that area, can email the professionals at Kennerorthopedic@aol.com.

For those interested in learning more
about vitamins and the herbs used to make
many of the supplements, Dr. Krohn recommends two books titled Evidence-Based
Herbal Medicine and Herbal Medicines - A
Clinician’s Guide. Both are user-friendly
and packed with practical information on
how to add supplements to your diet, the
uses for each and possible interactions with
other medications.
Although consumers should be cautious when deciding on the supplement that
is right for them, remember that there is a
basis for its use. Many health benefits can
be gained by taking certain supplements.
The key is to understand which ones will
safely benefit you. H

Professional Business
Association
Founded in 1985
A Community Based
Networking Organization
For Men and Women

www.kpwa.net!
Info: 962-3930

(504) 467-1092

Join Us For An Event—
We Invite Your Membership.
THE KENNER PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION’S (KPBA)
MEETING WILL BE HELD
TUESDAY, APRIL 17, 2007
AT THE RADISSON
NEW ORLEANS AIRPORT HOTEL
2150 Veterans Boulevard in Kenner
GUEST SPEAKER:
Sally-Ann Roberts
WWL-TV Morning News Anchor
Advance reservations required.
Call 962-3930 to make luncheon reservations
Networking begins at 11:30 a.m.
Lunch at noon.
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Competing on a level playing field
By BOBBY JINDAL
United States Congressman
Louisiana’s 1st Congressional District
Louisiana has a strong agricultural history, and these farming
traditions continue to play a major role in our economy. The value
of products and services produced in our state’s agricultural sector
totals more than $23 billion, and 10 percent of our state’s workforce is employed in our agricultural system.
Our state’s farmers and ranchers have played an important part
in Louisiana’s history, and will continue to play a vital role in our
future. Indeed, my own father-in-law gr ew up working in
Louisiana’s fertilizer industry. The success of our agricultural
industry impacts our entire state, from banks to retailers to the
value of land, and we must ensure that the backbone of our economy is strong and in a position to succeed for the future.
The land and its resources represent the lifeblood and future
for farmers and their families. A recent survey found that 97 percent of current farmers and ranchers planned to continue in that
profession for the rest of their lives, with 90 percent of them hoping to pass the tradition down to their children. Unfortunately,
many may never see that dream come true unless we take action
today.
Even though Louisiana is privileged to be one of the nation’s
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largest producers of cotton, sugarcane, soybeans, and
rice, many of our farmers are faced with the daily decision of whether to continue farming or end their family
tradition of farming. While today’s farmers enjoy the
benefits of better technology, resulting in better quality
and better yields, farmers are also faced with diminishing returns, rising costs of natural gas and fertilizer and
the financial risk of losing your life’s savings with one
bad season.
Now many of our farmers are still struggling with
the devastation of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. These
farmers not only faced damage to their crops, but an
increase in production costs, animal losses, infrastructure damage and saltwater intrusion. For example, the
forestry industry is still feeling the affects almost two
years later from the hurricanes as thousands of acres of
timber were damaged or destroyed.
These hard-working men, women and families are
not looking for handouts, but opportunities. To help
these families, last year I supported legislation that
brought more than $197 million for Louisiana’s agricultural industries, but there is still much more to be done.
Many government leaders seem to have forgotten
that America was built on the back of our agricultural
industries. It is essential that our government continues
to support the industries that provide food for our country.
Though we have a proud tradition of feeding the
world, the United States is getting closer to being a
country that relies on imports for food, and this is a dangerous situation. We cannot get into a situation where we
are relying on foreign countries for food, like we have
with our reliance on foreign sources of energy. We cannot be a superpower if we cannot feed ourselves. The
Soviet Union is a prime example of what happens to a
country that allows this to happen – soaring costs, long
lines for food and widespread hunger. We must not allow
this to happen.
One way we can help our farmers is with the reauthorization this year of the Farm Bill, which provides
critical funding and resources for our nation’s farmers. I
am committed to protecting the Farm Bill, and ensuring
that greedy politicians do not attempt to cut help for our
nation's agriculture industry in order to pursue other less
important projects. For example, we must extend and
make beneficial changes to the Farm Service Agency’s
marketing loan and loan deficiency payments structure,
as well as extend the Milk Income Loss Compensation
(MILC) program, which has allowed dairy farmers to
stay afloat when milk prices are low, and add a disaster
relief section.
So far, the Bush Administration has released their
Farm Bill proposal to mixed reviews. The proposal seeks
to change the way many of the provisions of the original
farm bill work. This includes the commodity support
system, conservation programs, rural development and
trade.
For example, the administration’s proposal will
allow farmers to purchase crop insurance to cover their
entire operations – currently they can only buy enough
to cover 70 percent – but it will also set crop loan rates
against a crop’s average market price for the preceding
five years, and capped at levels set by the 2002 farm bill.
There is evidence that this could result in farmers paying more for loans.
It makes no sense to allow our farmers to finally
insure their entire operations, and then force higher loan
rates on them. Our goal should be to decrease the burdens on our agricultural industries. Many seem to have

forgotten that the farm bill is really a consumer assistance bill. We have almost become complacent when it
comes to a safe, affordable food supply. Many people
think food magically appears at the grocery store. In
reality, we must continue to help our farmers and ranchers in order to ensure that the aisles at our grocery stores
remain full, and maintaining the Farm Bill is a very
important step in that process.
While I do agree that we need to balance our national budget and erase our debt, the burden should not be
put on the backs of our farmers. I strongly support reauthorizing and improving the 2002 Farm Bill. The government has made a commitment to farmers and agriculture industries and that promise ought to be realized.
I have also made a concerted effort in Congress to
aid Louisiana's growing renewable fuels industry, which
will in turn aid farmers throughout our state. I am a
cosponsor of the Renewa ble Fuels and Energ y
Independence Promotion Act, which would make permanent the federal income and excise tax credits for
biodiesel and ethanol, as well as the small agri-biodiesel
producer and small ethanol producer tax credits.
These tax credits will likely lead to growth in the
renewable fuel industry and the use of renewable fuels.
It will give a 51 cent per gallon general business tax
credit for ethanol, a 50 cent per gallon tax credit for certain biodiesel, and a dollar per gallon credit for agribiodiesel. This has the potential to greatly aid our farmers in the sugar, corn and soybean industries, and has the
potential to help many more of our farmers as we continue to develop renewable energy resources.
We must also ensure that our farmers are competing
on a level playing field with the rest of the world. On a
level playing field, we can compete with anyone, but we
cannot open our markets without requiring other countries to follow the same rules. We have already lost millions of manufacturing jobs to China in part because
they manipulate the value of their currency. Louisiana’s
ports are among our nation’s largest agricultural
exporters, and we must ensure that Louisiana’s farmers
have the opportunity to take advantage of the ports and
export on a level playing field with the rest of the world.
As more and more focus in Congress turns toward
the needs of farmers and ranchers throughout the reauthorization process, I will continue to argue that our
state and our nation cannot succeed if we ignore those
who provide for us. H
Congressman Bobby Jindal’s 1st Congressional
District cov e rs Je ffe rson, Orleans, St. Charles, St.
Tammany, Tangipahoa and Washington Parishes.
C o n g ressman Jindal has offices locally and in
Washington, D.C. and can be reached via his Southshore
office at 3525 North Causeway Boulevard, Suite 1020,
Metairie, Louisiana, 70002 or 837-1259. Constituents
can also write to Congressman Jindal directly at
www.Jindal.house.gov.
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Saints are not sinners
By KEN TRAHAN
When I was growing up, I obviously paid attention
to catchy commercials on television and radio. One that
stuck in my mind was the Alka-Seltzer commercial that
included, “plop, plop, fizz, fizz, Oh, what a relief it is!”
Following the actions of the New Orleans Saints,
Governor Kathleen Blanco and state officials, and
executives with the Louisiana Stadium and Exposition
District and Superdome officials, fans of the New
Orleans Saints are no longer in need of an Alka-Seltzer
as relief has set in temporarily.
The two sides reached agreement on a deal that
keeps the New Orleans Saints in the state through 2010,
eliminating the termination clauses that had existed
previously and could have allowed the Saints to relocate
elsewhere after the 2007 season for a paltry $70 million. As part of the deal, the LSED and Superdome officials, in conjunction with the state, promised to continue facility improvements while the state promised to
continue its inducement payments through the period
agreed to. That inducement package, by virtue of the
agreement consummated with then Governor Mike
Foster in 2001, will pay the New Orleans Saints (doesn’t that sound good?) $20 million in 2007, escalating to
$23.5 million in 2008, 2009, and 2010. The state has
the option, beginning in January 2008, of not paying
the inducements, but the cost of that would be that the
Saints would then have the option of terminating the
stadium agreement at any time within one year of the
date of the state’s decision, without any termination or
penalty. If that would occur, you could wave bye-bye to
the Saints. Do not expect that to happen.
In the process, the 31 ye a r-old Louisiana
Superdome will see the installation of large glass windows and private escalators to the club rooms at the
corners of the stadium, while suites would be upgraded. Eventually, suites would be added on the 300 level,
with the existing press box relocated to a higher region
of the facility. State officials are also considering
replacing the exterior facade of the Superdome, which
was significantly damaged by Katrina.
Let us evaluate where this leaves us. First of all,
kudos to lame-duck governor Blanco for getting this
deal done. It buys time for the marketplace to recover
from Hurricane Katrina and for more citizens and businesses to return to the region. At the same time, as
Governor Foster punted to Blanco regarding the longterm solution for the state and the Saints, Blanco is
punting to the next governor. That will likely end up
being the burden of Bobby Jindal or John Breaux.
Incidentally, Saints owner Tom Benson was a big supporter of Jindal’s failed gubernatorial campaign when
he lost to Blanco the last time around while Breaux
understands the importance of the Saints to the city and
region.
For his part, Benson called his commitment to New
Orleans “unwavering.” Of course, Mr. Benson wavered
immediately after the hurricane and made an effort to
relocate to San Antonio. The NFL, under then
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue, interceded and prevent-

ed what would have been disastrous for our community. We have waxed philosophically about that topic for
well over a year now. What is truly important is where
we are now, not where we were 18 months ago. By his
latest actions, we are to take Tom Benson at his word.
The New Orleans native apparently has gotten past his
concerns and disdain for the market, largely thanks to
the phenomenal support that the fans of the region have
exhibited. Not only are the Saints sold out again for
next season, there is a substantial waiting list for season
tickets. In addition, the Saints have commitments for
every suite for next season. The NFL is helping with
securing advertising sponsorships. The business community is stepping up its support, though that is a huge
issue to deal with long-term.
The biggest issue to consider long-term, from the
Saints perspective, remains a new stadium. That has
always been the endgame of the threats by Saints officials, as well as the bashing of the Superdome as a suitable, viable NFL facility. The negative publicity about
the Superdome and the uncertainty about the long-term
relationship between the Saints and New Orleans has
removed the best Super Bowl City in the world from
consideration for the big game through at least 2011.
There will be no consideration by the league to place a
Super Bowl here until the stadium situation and a longterm agreement are forged between the state and the
Saints. The last Super Bowl to be held here was in 2002
and that was for a record ninth time.
By 2012, the Saints will either be here long-term or
be gone. The remnants of Hurricane Katrina will largely have dissolved (hopefully). More folks will live here
and pay taxes. The same can be said for businesses.
Local and state leaders will have changed. The landscape will be different. We can only hope and pray that
it will be better. The Saints were the best story in all of
sports this past season. They were a panacea for a hurting, damaged community. They were a unifier for rich
and poor, black and white, inner-city and suburbanites.
If a new deal is not reached by 2009, it may be time for
the Alka-Seltzer once again. As my baseball coach used
to tell me, “take two and go to right.” I believe I’ll take
two Alka-Seltzers and hope the Saints and the state do
right by our city, our metropolitan area, and our entire
region. The fans have been true Saints for over 40 years.
Let’s hope that the Saints live up to their moniker as our
recovery continues! H
Ken Trahan serves as sports director at Biz Radio
990, WGSO-AM. Trahan is the general manager and
chairman of the board of the Saints Hall of Fame in
Kenner’s Rivertown and serves as an information specialist for the Jefferson Parish Recreation Department.

2007 AMERICAN CANCER
RELAY FOR LIFE
in Kenner
Saturday, May 5, 2007
Muss Bertolino Stadium
4:00 p.m. til
833-4024
1-800-ACS-2345
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% OFF

% OFF

Includes custom design, mounting,
matting, glass and installation
with purchase of custom frame at
regular price. (up to 32”x40”)

PRE-FRAMED
ART

50 25
CUSTOM
FRAMING
SERVICES

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers
or prior purchases. Offer expires 4/30/07.

The Frame Shoppe
Custom Framing • Custom Mirrors • Museum Framing
Shadow Boxes • Wide Selection of Local Art
21 Years Experience • Delivery Available

Esplanade Mall

1401 W. Esplanade • Kenner • 464-4662
SCHNEIDER’S

PARTY
SUPPLY DEPOT
Open To The Public • Mon. - Fri. 8am - 4pm
Paper Products • Janitorial • Catering
Baking and Concession Supplies • Institutional Foods
Close-Outs • Party Supplies • Gift Boxes

2809 N. Roberson St.
New Orleans, LA • 301-9142
(corner St. Ferdinand)

Family and locally owned and operated
We accept all Major Credit Cards & EBT
YOUR PARTY STARTS WITH US!

SCHNEIDER’S
WHOLESALE OUTLET

PROFESSIONAL
FINISH CARPENTRY
Mouldings

•

Mantels • Trimwork

504-701-4595
Window Screens Made & Installed
PATIO COVERS • ROOFING • GLASS-ENCLOSED ROOMS
Pool Enclosures
Carports
Insulated Rooms
Replacement
Windows
• Gutters
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Patio Covers
Glass Rooms
Room Additions
Screened Rooms
Vinyl Siding

LICENSED & FULLY INSURED
OVER 35-YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE NEW ORLEANS AREA

TRIPLE BBB CONSTRUCTION
2158 Kenner Ave.

504-467-6998
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H

April gardening hints
By LYNNE DIMM

CHILDREN’S CASTLE • CANNES BRULEE NATIVE AMERICAN VILLAGE
MARDI GRAS MUSEUM • SCIENCE CENTER • OBSERVATORY
HERITAGE PARK • SAINTS HALL OF FAME • FINE ARTS GALLERY
PLANETARIUM AND MEGADOME CINEMA • THE TRAIN MUSEUM

MUSEUM HOURS: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. – Tuesday - Saturday

Children’s Castle

501 Williams Blvd. • 468-7231 #220
All performances are on Saturdays at 11:30 and 1:00 p.m.

HappyEaster
APRIL 7 – JOHNETTE DOWNING
“Boogie Woogie Bugs”
The backyard is buzzing alive with a boogie woogie jive –
lots of Spring songs about bugs !!! Plus a visit from the Easter Bunny.
Pictures – Food – Door Prizes
Special Price – $10 per person • Children 1 year & under – $5
Reservations recommended.
APRIL 14 – DONALD LEWIS
“Stories Here, There & Everywhere”
Travel the world & learn enchanting international stories…
APRIL 21 – CALLIOPE PUPPETS
Presenting “Louisiana Tricksters”
Lots of fun for everyone.
APRIL 28 – GLEN GHIRARDI
Magical Entertainer presenting “Spring Magic”

•

Cannes Brulee Native American Village
303 Williams Blvd. • 468-7231 #220
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. – Tuesday-Saturday

APRIL 7 – ROSE BEHAN, EASTERN CHEROKEE
Rose will model a contemporary Native American Pow Wow dress and
answer your questions about Pow Wows to the best of her knowledge.
APRIL 14 – ANNUAL CANNES BRULEE NATIVE AMERICAN MUSEUM POW WOW
This will be Cannes Brulee Native American Museum's 7th Annual Pow Wow.
Come out for Intertribal dancing, storytelling, flute music, arts and crafts,
artisan demonstrations, Indian frybread and tacos and more!
APRIL 21 – MARJORIE AND SEHOYA BATTISE, COUSHATTA
Marjorie and Sehoya make beautiful traditional Coushatta
Pine Needle baskets. They love sharing and will teach you this art.
APRIL 28 – ROSE BEHAN, EASTERN CHEROKEE
Bring the kids and let them make and take a clay pinch pot.
Named because of the way they are made, pinch pots were used
for many reasons, from storing items to cooking.
Schedule subject to change without notice.

www.rivertownkenner.com

As I write
this column,
spring is officially here but
the
weather
feels almost
s u m m e r- l i ke .
Trees are starting to display
their green finery. People are
cleaning, pruning, raking leaves and adding
river sand and garden soil to their existing
gardens — spring cleaning their landscaping. Lawns can use a good strong dose of
nitrogen and iron – the two things needed to
green up grass. New mixtures available
today can not only feed your lawn but can
also kill weeds and bugs with one product.
Be careful, however, when using these
products. Be sure not to apply under trees
by applying at least three feet away from
the trunk in order to avoid hurting the roots
of the tree.
Dwarf vegetables are something new
and interesting this year. Of the dwarf vegetables, cucumbers are the only ones ripe so
far this season, but keep an eye out for all
kinds of the varieties that will soon be on
the market.
Cut the rose hips off your roses so they
will continue to bloom. Remember to feed
them each month with rose food.
Try planting nemesia, a quick-growing
cheerful plant with more colors and color
combinations than any other. These popular
tender perennials produce lots of attractive
flowers throughout the summer. They have
become very popular recently because they
make very good hanging basket plants.
They prefer moist but loose, sandy soil and
do better in cool gardens or in partial shade.
Extra watering may be needed when it is
dry. Nemesia looks good planted as a border or in front of a bed.
Another enjoyable plant to try is the
heuchera, which grows to about eight to ten
inches.
One type of heuchera plant, the Coral
Bell, begins blooming in early June and
doesn’t stop until the end of August. Deadheading will prolong the bloom season of
heucheras. Even though they can tolerate a
couple hours of shade, best results are
achieved when grown in full sun.
Experiment with white gaura, an herbaceous perennial that is an informal, yet
graceful, ornamental with a loose, bushy
habit that grows to about three to four feet
in height and looks good in the back of a
perennial border or bed. White gaura,
which is native to Louisiana, does best in
full sun, but will tolerate partial shade and
is tolerant of drought. It is a plant for hot
climates and dry soils. If cut back in midsummer when flowering declines, gaura
will regrow even bushier and bloom again

in fall. Its stems are slender and wiry, and
covered with tiny hairs. The flowers are
produced above the foliage on erect spikes
that continue to elongate throughout the
extended blooming period of late spring
until first frost. The individual flowers are
about an inch across and have four reflexed
petals. They are white when they open at
dawn, fading to rose-pink by the end of the
day. Only a few flowers are open at any one
time, and each drops off after blooming,
leaving a clean, neat stalk.
As for vegetables, before it is too late,
get tomatoes and peppers in the ground.
Also try planting any of the eggplant varieties, whether white, green, pink or black.
Eggplant is a cold-sensitive vegetable that
requires a long warm season for best yields.
Transplants can be set in the garden after all
danger of frost is past. Use starter fertilizer
for transplanting. Side-dress nitrogen fertilizer when the plants are half grown and
again immediately after harvest of the first
fruits. Given sufficient moisture and fertility, eggplant thrives in the heat of summer.
The plants tolerate dry weather after they
are well established but should be irrigated
during extended dry periods for continued
peak production. H
Lynne Dimm, owner of Lynne Dimm’s
Nursery, LLC, located at 27 West 27th
Street, is a registered and licensed
Louisiana horticulturist and landscape contractor, is a wholesale grower of bedding
plants and has over 30 years experience in
the industry. Lynne Dimm can be reached
via email at lynnedimm@yahoo.com or by
calling 468-5467.

Check out the

KENNER
STHR
Website
for
Back Issues
www.kennerstar.com
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H Latin American News

H

The Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Louisiana
provides services in metro New Orleans
By RAFAEL E. SADDY
HCCL is a non-profit organization that was created as the result of a merger in 1999 of two organizations, The Louisiana Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
(incorporated in 1984) and the Gulf Coast
International Chamber of Commerce (incorporated in
1990). With HCCL membership standing at almost
300 today, the group is dedicated and committed to
creating a business climate conducive to the economic development and growth of the Hispanic
Community.
Since Hurricane Katrina, the HCCL has recognized the new challenges that face over 100,000
Hispanics who have moved into the region and are
predominantly engaged in rebuilding the area. For
example, a variety of work and social skills must be
developed and nurtured; language training must be
implemented; business skills and guidance must be
offered and mentoring, education, and leadership
opportunities must be provided. These among other
needs must be addressed to facilitate the assimilation
of the Hispanic population into southeast Louisiana
and to build a strong and literate workforce. The
Hispanic Business Resources and Technology Center
(HBRTC) was created in response to these growing
needs. With a grant to HCCL from the United States
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Foundation, and
expanding upon the concept of their Casa Cyber
Network with the AT&T Foundation, the HBRTC
opened its doors as the first program of its kind on
March 13, 2006. The organization utilizes a holistic
approach of providing fuller business assistance, educational opportunities and social services to the
affected Hispanic community.
HBRTC represents a coalition of public and private entities having entered into partnerships forged
by and with the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of
Louisiana to turn the concept into a reality. Its partners include the Hispanic Apostolate of the Catholic
Charities, Archdiocese of New Orleans (CCANO), the
Jefferson Parish Public School System (JPPSS) and
Southeastern Louisiana Unive r s i t y ’s College of
Business through its Latin American Business
Development Initiative (SLU). All four entities have
dedicated staff and resources to the HBRTC to provide programs that are bilingual in format and culturally sensitive to the targeted needs of the Hispanic
community. All services are provided at the HBRTC.
The Jefferson Parish Public School System has
allocated approximately 4,800 square feet of space in
an annex building at one of their middle schools located at 3315 Maine Ave in Kenner – an area with a
heavy concentration of Hispanics. At present, the
HBRTC houses three computer labs, a business conference room for workshops, a social services room,
citizenship classrooms and English as a Second
Language classrooms. Also available are offices for
administrators, private counseling sessions with trauma psychologists and a caseworker counselor. In addition, the JPPSS Adult Education program provides
Internet connection and ESL courses.
The Hispanic Apostolate, through Catholic

Charities, has social service representatives on site to
assist individuals with job placement, educational
programs, emergency assistance, immigration services, trauma counseling, workers’ rights workshops, citizenship classes and medical assistance. Southeastern
Louisiana University provides instructors for the
monthly business development workshops and for the
computer and Spanish classes. In addition, they provide translation services, grant writing assistance and
research support related to the migration of the
Hispanic population in Louisiana.
The HCCL provides workshops relating to immigration and employers in order to provide information
on hiring documented and unauthorized Hispanic
workers. Also offered are entrepreneurial workshops
and other business topical seminars. The HCCL offers
business mentoring, youth mentoring and a business
survey related to post-Katrina Hispanic businesses.
Perhaps most importantly, the HCCL is the liaison
between HBRTC and the Louisiana business community, attracting corporate and civic sponsors and
forums on the changing face of the area’s population
with its growing economic and cultural impact on the
region. This, in turn, leads to further interest in and
support for the efforts of the Chamber, the Center and
its partners.
The following programs, activities and services
have been successfully conducted and continue to be
offered since the inauguration of the HBRTC: Adult
education program – including ESL classes, computer classes and Spanish classes; business development
workshops and counseling – including topics such as
how to create and market your own business; human
resource management; one-on-one business counseling and micro-enterprise development initiative programs; personal counseling and seminars – including
topics such as knowing what rights employees have;
trauma psychologist; health promoters; immigration
for employees; immigration information for employers; disaster relief services – including SBA Hub Zone
Certification Training; SBA AA and SBB
Certification training, and FEMA preparedness training and cultural sensitivity awareness sessions.
The HBRTC is expected to positively impact the
local and regional community by providing resources
to help the Hispanic community recover from
Hurricane Katrina and to provide direction and guidance for Hispanics migrating to the region. It will also
provide for the assimilation needs of new Hispanic
workers as they become new residents and contributors to the region’s economy.
The HBRTC projects 5,250 people will access its
various programs during the year. In the first 90 days
of operating, since opening its doors on March 13,
2006, actual numbers indicate that 710 participants
have gone through the programs. Some classes, such
as ESL, have a waiting list. As word continues to
spread about the HBRTC, and as more classes are
offered, it is expected that enrollment will increase
substantially at faster rates.
For further information about HCCL, contact its
executive director Darlene A. Kattan by telephone at
885-4262 or via email at dkattan@hccl.biz.
Upcoming April Events
April 6: ANDELA general meeting from 7:00 p.m.
until 9:00 pm. For info call 466-1582 or 466-1483.

April 19: Unidad Hispanoamericana general meeting. For
information call 975-0949.
April 20: LACAL civic meeting from 6:00 pm. until 8:00
p.m. For information call 464-4619.
April 1-30: The following programs are offered by the city
of Kenner Hispanic Resource Center at 4312 Florida in Kenner.
For information call 469-2571.
Spanish classes – Monday and Wednesday from 6:00 p.m.
until 8:00 p.m.
ESL – Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. until 11:30
a.m., Monday through Thursday from 12:30 p.m. until 2:45
p.m., and Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 6:00 p.m. until
8:00 p.m.
Pro bono legal clinic for the Spanish speaking community –
Saturday, April 14 from 12:00 p.m. until 4:00 p.m.
First home buyer training classes in Spanish – Saturday
April 14 and April 22.
ACORN/Road Home – Saturday April 28.
I leave you with this thought: “Leadership is action, not position!”
God Bless. H
Rafael E. Saddy is president of the Latin American Civic
Association of Louisiana (LACAL). Email Saddy at
lacal1234@bellsouth.net. Correspondence for LACAL can be
sent to P.O. Box 640284, Kenner, LA 70064-0284.

ONE WEEK LEFT!
LAST CHANCE — GOOD FRIDAY
SEAFOOD PLATES

THANK YOU!

ONE OF OUR BIGGEST
FISH FRIES ON RECORD
The 24th Annual

Miss Jefferson Parish
Beauty Pageant and
BabyContest
Pays FULL ENTRY into the
Miss Louisiana USA & other State pageants!

April 15, 2007
Landmark Hotel, Metairie
Doors Open to the Public

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
BOYS AND GIRLS ALL AGES WANTED!!
NEWBORN TO MARRIED CONTESTANTS
Call Director Shelly Winters: (504) 305-0573
Visit our web site www.shellyspageantexpress.com
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Does “On the road again”
mean “On the phone again?”

HAIRCUTTERS & TANNING
welcomes

BECKY PITTS
(fomerly of Fantastic Sam’s)

TANNING $2999
SPECIAL

1 Month Unlimited Tanning
NO Contract

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
M - F 10 - 6
339 W. Esplanade

•

Sat 9 - 3
468-3617

Relay for Life of Kenner

Raising A Paw For A Cure
Doggie Festival
Saturday, April 21 9 a.m.-noon
Kenner Heritage Park in Rivertown
Registration 9 a.m. – Walk begins at 9:30
Lapdog Doggie Walk, Door Prizes, Pet & Owner Look Alike
Contest, Pet Photographers, Pet Care Information, Pet Store
Displays, Jambalaya, Hot Dogs, Refreshments, Music, Doggie
Treats, Clothesline Art Sale, K-9 Kouture For A Cure
All proceeds from the event go to support the mission of your
American Cancer Society. For additional information or to
pre-register, call Darlene Santana at 219-2200.

H

By SCOTT ZIMMERMAN
These days you see more cell phones than ever, and
many of them will be on the ears of people behind the
wheel of an automobile. Some of these phones and their
owners will wind up in car crashes, but don’t be too quick
to blame the cell phone. Blame the drivers who use them
in the wrong place at the wrong time, allowing conversations to divert their attention from the road.
Hands-free devices make it easy to eliminate reaching and dialing, but it’s not about having your hands free.
It’s about having your mind free to concentrate on driving. It’s best to pull off the road, or even better, call back
later.
There are a variety of other situations that can distract
motorists, whether they’re en route to their vacation destination, or simply driving across town. Many of these
can be addressed with little or no money. Examples
include:
Things hanging from the rear view mirror – take them
down. They can obstruct vision out of both the front and
rear windows.
A damaged rear view mirror – get it repaired. Many

of your driving decisions are only as good as the view
from your mirrors.
Worn windshield wiper blades – replace them.
Smeared glass and chattering blades can be unnerving.
Blades are inexpensive and you can probably do the
installation yourself.
Torn or frayed car mats – get new ones. The old mats
can catch a heel, diverting your attention and/or interfering with the motion of your foot on the accelerator or
brake.
Droopy headliner – purchase a kit to reattach it or
buy a new one. Material draping down in the back
obstructs the view out of the rear window.
Keeping a pet in its place away from the driver.
Determine what annoyances you can fix yourself and
which ones need professional attention. Take care of
them as soon as possible; to delay could mean an accident
waiting to happen. H
Scott Zimmerman is the owner of Scotty’s Tire and
Automotive, Inc., a family-owned and operated full-service tire and automotive shop, located at 4200 Williams
Boulevard in Kenner. Store hours are 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
on Monday through Friday. Scotty’s website is www.scottystireauto.com.

H Health

H

OMC-Kenner hosts “Healthy
Lifestyle Fair” at Esplanade Mall
COMPLETE
PEST & TERMITE CONTROL

4400 Wabash Street, Metairie, LA 70001
(504) 888-4941
Fax (504) 888-8120
SINCE 1978

AFTER HOURS CLEANING
Restaurants, hotels &
large commercial buildings

450-1753
FREE ESTIMATES

By PAOLO ZAMBITO
A healthy mind and
body are important at any
age, so Ochsner Medical
Center-Kenner is hosting a
“Healthy Lifestyle Fair” for
children, adults and seniors
on Saturday, April 14, 2007
from 10:00 a.m. until 2:00
p.m. in the Center Court at
Kenner’s Esplanade Mall.
Ochsner’s
Golden
Opportunity (GO) program
will have representatives at the fair for those 55 years
old or better who are looking for health information or
exciting social activities. You can stay active and
involved with people your own age. GO is an independent club where you decide which classes and seminars
you want to attend and which travel opportunities you
want to enjoy. Learn about disease prevention through
seminars, take computer or dancing classes, enjoy discounts at Elmwood Fitness Center or participate in the
many day trips around the city and region. Additionally,
each year GO takes an international vacation. For a discounted rate, this year GO members can enjoy a cruise
along the Greek Isles. GO offers a broad array of wellness services, social activities, and travel opportunities
to keep you in optimum health.

Elmwood Fitness Center (EFC) will also be on hand
with information and demonstrations involving personal training programs, aquatics, and racquetball and massage therapy. With summer approaching, if you are
interested in some new, low-calorie recipes or just learning to cook healthy, EFC’s Executive Chef Marc Gilberti
will demonstrate some of the latest recipes in his new
cookbook. You’ll also get the chance to enter your name
into a drawing for a three month, free membership to
Elmwood Fitness Center.
Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner employees will be
on hand with plenty of medical information for all ages
about diabetes and sports medicine and will offer cholesterol and blood pressure screenings. With all of this
free health info, you can give back by participating in
the Ochsner Blood Bank blood drive. The Ochsner
Bloodmobile will be at Esplanade Mall on April 13
through April 15. In order to donate, you must be 17
years of age or older, weigh at least 110 pounds and be
in good general health. Plan now so that you can give
the gift of life! H
Paolo Zambito, R.N., is chief executive officer at
Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner and has served in this
role for two years. Zambito has been at the Kenner
facility for over 15 years. For more information, contact
OMC-Kenner at the corner of West Esplanade and
Loyola Avenue in Kenner, call 468-8600 or visit
www.ochsner.org.
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A key to recovery
By SEAN C. HUNTER
Interim Director of Aviation
Louis Armstrong New Orleans
International Airport
If your only
source of information was the
national new s
media,
yo u
would be under
the impression
that the New
Orleans Metro
area is still
flooded and
your hope of flying to New Orleans is limited, if
you can get here at all. In reality, our flight service options continue to improve. With 10 airlines now serving Louis Armstrong New
Orleans International Airport to 32 cities, you
can get here. Last month, the New Orleans
Metropolitan Convention and Visitors Bureau
(CVB) announced their plans to do a nationwide media blitz. It is encouraging all area businesses and citizens to help share the message
that “we are here and we are open for business!”
The team at A rmstrong International is
proud of the key role we are playing in the
recovery. Our successful return is impacting the
entire Gulf South region. The New Orleans
Aviation Board and management are focused on
restoring air traffic to pre-Katrina leve l s .
Adequate levels of air service are essential to
the return of tourism, the viability of all of our
businesses, and to our citizens who are scattered
across the country.
Prior to the storm, Armstrong International
Airport had 162 daily flights to 42 cities on 14
airlines. That level of service was adequate for
all but the largest events, and extra flights were
often added for those. At that time, “load factors,” the airline term for percentage of seats
full, were in the mid-seventy percentile. That
was about the industry average at the time.
Unfortunately, coinciding roughly with the timing of Hurricane Katrina, the airlines began to
reduce their airplane fleet sizes in order to
increase load factors and become profitable.
Current industry load factors are in the mideighty percentile, and the airlines are indeed
experiencing profitability for the first time in
quite a while. At Armstrong International, our
load factors are much higher, routinely in the 90
plus percentile. If you’ve flown lately, you may
have experienced completely full planes out of
and into our airport. This is an indication that
despite the growth, we are still under-served in
terms of air service capacity.
Airport officials have worked non-stop to
convince the airlines that we need more service.
We have provided hard data and financial incentives to make our case. The challenges we face
are mainly due to the reduced inventory of
planes nation-wide and the mistaken perceptions that our area is still not fully prepared to
host visitors. Hopefully, the continued success
of major conventions, sporting events and annual celebrations will begin to unravel those mis-

conceptions and encourage visitors to return in
force. In addition, the launching of a major,
national ad campaign by the CVB and Lt.
Governor’s office should help get the good word
out.
Air service levels at Armstrong
International are near 70 percent of pre-Katrina
levels and will rise to 75 percent by late spring.
Restoring the remaining 25 percent is our challenge.
We are also participating in ongoing talks
with international carriers, who we hope will
bring back our former international destinations. Our goals also include attracting international and domestic carriers that have never
been in this market. We welcome our new airline, ExpressJet to the Crescent City and wish
success to it and others who recognize the
unfilled demand and opportunity that exists
here.
Louis
Armstrong
New
Orleans
International Airport is a friend to the business
community and a good neighbor to our surrounding communities, providing jobs and millions of dollars of tax revenue to local governments. We would like to hear from you and are
making plans to develop a forum for input from
our neighbors.
We are continuing to meet the objectives of
our “Music to Your Eyes” campaign for a better
airport and want our citizens to be proud of
Louis Armstrong New Orleans International
Airport. Before we began this campaign, we
conducted surveys to determine what the public
felt were opportunities for improvement. Based
on that data, we outlined a strategy to meet
those wishes. Towards that end, we have committed millions of dollars and resources to
improve the face and function of the airport.
Some of these upgrades are evident now; others
will unfold throughout the year, as this campaign is ongoing. Funding for our upgrades is
provided from the Passenger Facility Charges
(PFC), an FAA-regulated tax that some U.S.
airports charge passengers to fund airport
improvements. The charge is noted on all passenger airline tickets. By FAA regulations,
these funds must be used for capital projects
such as improving the airport. Funding for an
airport the size of Armstrong International is
u n l i ke any other gove rnment entity.
Technically, users of the airport pay for the
infrastructure improvements. Other funding
sources include FAA funds, vendor rental fees
and bond monies. There is no tax millage levied
on the citizen when the airport has a project.
We pay our way.
Ongoing information about the airport, its
role and impact on our community will continue to be part of our mission. To learn more
about Armstrong International, I invite our
readers to visit our website, www.flymsy.com.
This has a wealth of information about the airport, our history and the services found at
Louis Armstrong New Orleans International
Airport. H
Sean Hunter can be reached at www.flymsy.com.

K-TV76
Kenner’s Government Access Television
AND MUCH MORE!

Featured Show of the Month
“Kenner Revealed”
Janet Gross previews the Cannes Brulee PowWow
happening on Saturday, April 14 at
Rivertown’s Heritage Park.

Also watch for these timely programs in April!!
“Louisiana Business Spotlight
with Jeff Crouere”
State Representative Danny Martiny talks
Legislature and finances and an
update on the airport from Kenner’s
representative on the Aviation Board, David Campbell.

“Town Talk”
Learn about a cutting edge medical procedure
now being performed at Ochsner Medical Center.

“Hablemos Claro”
Miguel Elias hosts this Spanish language program
that deals with issues important to the
local Hispanic community.

Planning and Zoning Meeting
The Planning and Zoning Commission
tackles the important issue of the planned development
of the Loyola Tract.
For the most current program schedule, go to www.ktv76.com.
Our website also includes information on how you
can obtain copies of any K-TV produced program.
We appreciate and encourage all
comments and feedback about K-TV programs.
Call us at 466-3564 or email us at ktv76@kenner.la.us.

Your opinion counts, Kenner…It’s your channel
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No hitter
By ED CLANCY
A few months back, during baseball season, I was listening to a morning sports
show on the way to work. It may have been
“Mike and Mike,” but whoever it was, the
hosts were arguing about a baseball
announcer who, in a game broadcast the day
before, insisted on alluding to the fact that
the pitcher was throwing a no-hitter. Now,
most people, even those not expert in the
minutiae of baseball, know that you do not
talk about a no-hitter while it’s going on.
Viewers and listeners can do it, I suppose,
but not the players in the dugout, not the
pitchers in the bullpen, not the manager, not
the coaches, not the owner, not the hot dog
vendors, and most definitely not the play by
play and color announcers for the team that
has the no-hitter going. I think even the
announcers for the enemy team are covered
by the “no talking about the no-hitter” rule.
Fade out, fade in.
Somewhere in early October, I had the
urge to write a column inspired by the very
incident I have described above. The fact is,
I was scared to write it, absolutely petrified,

because it was going to be about the “no-hitter” we had going in New Orleans. Since
hurricane season started, there had been no
storms in the Gulf. You can’t really count
Alberto because he was just a tropical storm
and didn’t do much damage to the Florida
panhandle. After that unpleasantness, not a
single storm threatened the Gulf, much less
New Orleans and the Gulf Coast.
Like everyone else I had waited for the
other shoe to drop as the season moved on,
but every storm that came anywhere near
heading in our direction either fizzled out or
went up the Atlantic coast and out to sea. It
was surreal.
No news organization, at least in our
area, was talking about it. It was as if our
pitcher was throwing a no-hitter. (Our pitching staff was quite formidable, made up of
Bob Breck, Dan Milham, Carl Arredondo,
Margaret Orr, Bruce Katz and rising star,
Dawn Brown.)
Day after day I ached to write this column, but I knew that the minute it was published a huge storm would come careening
into the Gulf. I knew it would head straight
up Katrina’s path, yet veer just enough to
damage the places Katrina missed. I was
convinced I would jinx the no-hitter if I were
to take keyboard in hand and write anything
about it. And so I held my mouse.
Then, one day, I picked up The TimesPicayune and turned to the editorial page.

There it was, in black and white; an editorial about how we haven’t had any hurricanes
or even serious tropical storms threaten New
Orleans and what a great feeling it was to
take a sigh of relief.
“What’s the matter with those people?” I
thought, “Don’t they know they’re inviting
the wrath of the gods, or whoever’s in charge
of wrath? Don’t they know we had a no hitter going and now they’ve spoiled it?”
Eventually, the weather teams started
talking more and more about the “easterly
flow,” and about the late breaking El Nino in
the Pacific. El Nino? I hadn’t heard anything about an El Nino. And the
Nostradamus of Hurricanes, Dr. Wi l l i a m
Gray, who had predicted a lot of storms, and
a lot of hurricanes, downgraded his numbers
prediction. Then, he downgraded it again!
As the weeks went by and nothing was happening in the Gulf, we came to realize that
maybe this really would be the year without
a hurricane. But why? After so much activity last year, why was this year so in-active?
I think that – the “easterly flow” and El
Nino notwithstanding – God was either
showing compassion for the devastation of
Katrina, or He was showing off an apparently warped sense of omnipotent irony, perhaps even a sense of humor. Or, maybe, he
was just giving us some breathing room to
reclaim our humanity and our dignity and
prove that we can rise from the ashes.

So, I guess we really did have a no hitter.
The sad thing is that I’m starting to feel as
guilty about it as I did when I came home
after our Katrina evacuation and my house
was okay, but I started to lie about it to my
friends who had been devastated by the
storm.
A very good friend of mine is fond of
saying “Never bad fortune without good fortune.” I’m beginning to wonder if good fortune is all it’s cracked up to be. H
Ed Clancy can be reached via email at
Edclancy2@aol.com.
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Pontchartrain Center repairs underway
By SHARON SOLOMON
Immedi a t e ly
after
Katrina, the
Po n t c h a rt r a i n
Center initially
carried
the
weight
of
repairing the
Greater New
Orleans area by
providing temporary housing for Entergy and its repair
crews. But now it’s the Pontchartrain Center’s
turn to be repaired. I enjoy telling visitors and
clients that our Pontchartrain Center’s north
wall is made of mainly glass and faces Lake
Pontchartrain, but Hurricane Katrina did not
break even one piece of glass!
There was roof damage to the center so
the roof has been replaced. Landis
Construction is now onsite, repairing and
making improvements. Repairs to the electrical, lighting and sound systems will enhance
the center’s ambiance as well as increase its
functionality for future events. A new ly
installed energy management system will not
only bring the building to a new level of
state-of-the-art technolog y, but will save
money because of more efficient air conditioning and heating.

Along with the technological improvements, the Pontchartrain Center will also be
getting an interior face lift as well. New carpet will be installed in the Lakev i ew
Mezzanine and the concrete floors throughout the building will be resealed. Landis will
replace lighting fixtures throughout...and
presto...we have a virtually new convention
space!
I look forward to showcasing a repaired
and enhanced Pontchartrain Center ve ry
soon. Meanwhile, coming to Kenner in the
near future is the AAU Girls Basketball 11
and Under National Championship
Tournament. Kenner will once again host this
prestigious event at the end of June through
the beginning of July. This is the first time the
AAU girls have been here since Katrina and
not only are we excited for them to be back,
but they are too.
If you want to bring an event or meeting
to Kenner, call me and I will be happy to
show off Kenner and our prized and spruced
up Pontchartrain Center. H
Sharon Solomon is the marketing director
for the Kenner Convention and Vi s i t o rs
Bureau, located at 2100 Third Street in
Rivertown. Sharon Solomon can be reached
at
464-9494,
via
email
at
kennercvb@aol.com
or
at
www.kennercvb.com.
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Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner
opens cutting-edge cancer program
In March Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner
opened its Neuroendocrine/GI Program, in
conjunction with LSU’s Stanley Scott Cancer
Center. It is located at 200 West Esplanade
Avenue, Suite 200. This innovative center is
one of a select few in the United States that
treats these rare cancers.
“Neuroendocrine tumors are rare cancers
that cause the body to produce an excessive
amount of hormones, possibly leading to asthma, cardiac disease, dehydration and diarrhea,” explained Dr. J. Philip Boudreaux, LSU
Medical Center professor of surgery and transplant and physician on staff at Ochsner
Medical Center-Kenner. “They are often misdiagnosed because symptoms vary depending
on where the cancer originates – and, while
tumors can originate anywhere in the body,
they are most often found in the gastrointestinal tract or lungs.”
“The Neuroendocrine/GI Program at
Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner provides a
multi-disciplinary, team-based approach and
state-of-the-art diagnostic services for managing carcinoid, neuroendocrine and GI tumors,”
said Paolo Zambito, R.N. and Ochsner
Medical Center-Kenner CEO. “OMC-Kenner
is located just five minutes from the airport for
out-of-state patients and is convenient to the
interstate for patients from Louisiana and the

Gulf South.
The OMC-Kenner Neuroendocrine/GI
Program includes the expertise of the LSU
Health Sciences Center including surgery, GI
and cancer specialists who are among
Louisiana’s top experts on difficult-to-diagnose,
slow-growing neuroendocrine tumors. The comprehensive team of specialists includes: Dr.
Boudreaux, surgical oncology/transplant/general surgery; Dr. Eugene Woltering, surg i c a l
research and oncology; Dr. Lowell Anthony,
medical oncology/internal medicine; Dr. YiZarn Wang, surgical oncology/general surgery;
Dr. Luis Balart, gastroenterology/hepatology;
and Drs. David Dulitz and Patrick Laperousse,
gastroenterology.
“With OMC-Kenner working collaboratively with the physicians and research experts
at LSU’s Stanley Scott Cancer Center we can
provide the most advanced imaging and laboratory technology to accurately identify these
cancers at the earliest stages, when treatment,
such as surgery or chemotherapy, can be most
effective,” explained Dr. Boudreaux.
He goes on to say, “this relationship also
provides an important connection between
laboratory research and bedside treatment
because when diagnosis is made early enough,
these patients are often fully restored to an
active life.” H
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Every Monday and Thursday Night • Doors Open 6 pm
Progressive BLACKOUT $10,000.00
1 BALL added each month until Jackpot is won

Receive a FREE Pack! after minimum purchase with this ad.
Food Available

Early Bird Game 7:45 pm

Regular Game 7:50 pm

•

3310 Florida Avenue

(504) 469-6736

•

(corner of Williams & Joe Yenni)

ON THE GRILL!
10 oz. BURGERS

HAPPY HOUR

• EVERYDAY!
LiveWeekendBands

Full Menu 11 a.m. - till

11 a.m. - 7 p.m.

ALL BANDS 10pm-2am

NO COVER

MONDAY NIGHT - KARAOKE
April 6
April 7
April 13
April 14

Gas House Gorillaz
Disc Jockey
Busta Browns
Wise Guys

April 20
April 21
April 27
April 28

Local Option 2
Disc Jockey
Retro Romeo
Disc Jockey

466-4069
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COVINGTON FAIRGROUNDS
$4 ADM. KIDS FREE

•

FOOD

•

COVERED SHOPPING

LIVE BANDS
Wearable Art • Jewelry • Florals
Copper Fountains • Angels • Woodwork
Porcelain Ceramics • Original Art
Outdoor Furniture • Bird Houses • Candles
Leathercraft • Pottery • Metal Craft
Homemade Fudge

APRIL 21 & 22
SAT. & SUN.

10 - 5

New Elmwood Canal safe house

COUNCILMAN CONGEMI

(continued from page 1)

STEAK NIGHT Every Wed. & Sat.
8 oz. FILET with mashed potatoes
$9.99
MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
Bucket of Budweiser Beer
6 for $8.00
Sunday - Thursday
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Friday & Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 a.m.

5216 Veterans Blvd., Metairie

each pump station.
Another critical project is the placement of steel gates in front of the pump disc h a rge tubes. Congemi said. “During
Katrina the absence of these steel gates
played a role in much of the flooding that
occurred.” Congemi also pointed out that
this is an Army Corps of Engineers project
that is planned to be completed by the fall.
On a recent trip to Washington, D.C. the
councilman said he lobbied for funds to
increase pumping capacity for the parish
line pumping station. “Increasing the
pumping capacity at this station will help
the residents that live in the University City,
Woodlake and Southlake subdivisions,” he
said.

WATCHFUL SPENDER
(continued from page 1)

APRIL 13 & 14, 2007

items, we won’t spend what we don’t have,”
Mayor Muniz said. “We will be very cautious. If we don’t, what will we do for
money when it comes time to negotiate
insurance for the Pontchartrain Center?
What do we do for money when the
garbage collection companies say that soaring labor costs have forced them to raise
their prices by 30 percent? If we don’t
spend wisely, what do we do for money
when we’ve got a thousand potholes to fill
and the cost of fill has just increased by 50
percent?”
McConnell says that Kenner finances
are being stretched by rising costs but
should be able to end the year with a small
surplus, thanks in part to Mayor Muniz’
insistence on setting iron-clad priorities
and keeping enough funds on hand to be
able to negotiate the best deals for services
and materials.
“When I was young and just getting
started as the owner of a single radio station, I was forced to learn quickly how to
handle money to stay afloat,” says Mayor
Muniz, a successful, self-made businessman, who eventually retired from the business after selling his radio stations and
leading the Krewe of Endymion from a
neighborhood parade to become one of the
great internationally-known super-parades.

Engineering is also being done to
improve the flow of water from the northwestern part of Kenner. “It seems that a box
culvert at Joe Yenni and Chateau boulevards
is too small which causes a backup of
water,” he said. He expects that this one
project could lower the water level anywhere from 12 to 15 inches.
Councilman Congemi said there are
many other projects that he has been working on and plans to send out an informational brochure explaining more about
them.
“Jefferson Parish has been very aggressive in pushing for significant improvements to our hurricane protection system.
And while we are better prepared now than
ever before, there is still a lot to do,”
Congemi said. H

“In those early days, I learned the value of
money the old-fashioned way. You have to
get your spending priorities straight. I bring
the same philosophy to our city government. There should be money in the bank to
give you leverage when buying necessities
and there should be money in the bank for
the unexpected. You have to be prudent.
Whether you’re in business or in government, if you’re broke no one wants to hear
the excuses or reasons why.” H
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Ochsner first in New Orleans to offer advanced system
for image-guided radiotherapy and radiosurgery
Ochsner Medical Center recently
announced it has installed the new
Trilogy™ System from Varian Medical
Systems for treating cancer and neurological lesions with image-guided radiotherapy
(IGRT) and image-guided radiosurg e ry
(IGRS). In addition to delivering conventional forms of radiation therapy, the
Trilogy system can be used for stereotactic
approaches for treating very small lesions
quickly and with unprecedented precision.
It can also compensate for any movements
a patient might make during treatment, as
well as normal respiratory motion.
“This state-of-the-art system will
enable us to treat patients with the most
advanced radiotherapy techniques, using
the most clinically efficient processes in
the world,” said Dr. Troy Scroggins, department chairman of radiation oncology at
Ochsner. “It provides us with tremendous
versatility and precision for customizing
treatments according to the specifics of
each patient’s case.
At the core of the Trilogy system is
Varian’s high-powered medical linear
accelerator, a machine that rotates around
the patient to deliver radiotherapy treatments from many angles. The system is
able to concentrate radiation doses on the
tumor while protecting surrounding healthy
tissue. The Trilogy linear accelerator was
designed to deliver high doses of radiation
very quickly, and with great precision. That
translates into faster treatments, gr e a t e r
patient comfort, and the potential for better
outcomes.”
The Trilogy system also includes technologies that help doctors deal with tumor
motion during treatment. A set of optical
guidance cameras monitor and correct for
any patient movement, while an infrared
monitoring device turns the radiation beam
on and off at a predetermined point in a
patient’s breathing cycle to compensate for
respiratory motion.
“These important tracking and targeting technologies will enable us to treat
lesions that might not have been treatable in
the past,” said Dr. Scroggins. “We’ll be able
to protect healthy tissues to an unprece-

Children’s
Castle
501 Williams Blvd.
Performances on Saturdays

11:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.

dented degree.”
In addition to cancer, doctors can use
the system to treat benign and malignant
brain tumors, arteriovenous malformations,
trigeminal neuralgia and other neurological

conditions.
“Radiation therapy is used today in
more than half of all cancer treatments due
to its unique clinical advantages,” says Dr.
Scroggins. “Using the Trilogy system, we

have the potential to substantially improve
treatment outcomes by doing a better job of
protecting healthy tissue while delivering
more powerful doses to tumors and other
abnormalities.” H
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